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that “in certain circumstances we will allow the
open container policy to be violated” to preserve
the spirit of such traditional campus events as

Last night in an open forum, before a packed
student audience in Gaston Hall, key members of
the Drug and Alcohol Task Force, including Jack

Homecoming and Cabaret. On such occasions,
said DeVigne, those who are not of the legal
drinking age will either be distinguished by restrictive carding, or be given special bracelets to
separate them from the legal drinkers, according
to the decision of the event's planning committee.
One of the points the committee was apolo-

DeGioia, Dean of Student Affairs, conceded that

Associate

ind
the

Smith,
Student
Some
may be

tly

include the current ban on open alcohol in the

fter
ent

dorms and the mandatory registration of campus
parties 72 hours in advance.
“I do not claim that it is a perfect policy,” said
Carey. “We welcome additions or subtractions to
the policy”
DeGioia also indicated that, in response to
opinions made by Smith and others that “there
were rot an appropriate number of students” on

rohe

Greg Smith (CAS '88), GUSA

President.

Assembly Votes to Remain
Under SAC Jurisdiction
by Liz Moyer
HOYA

News Editor

Rejecting a proposal last week by
Greg Smith (CAS 88), president of
Georgetown University Student Asso-.

ciation (GUSA), to cede from the Student

ney

Activites

Commission

(SAC),

GUSA representatives voted Sunday
to remain within SAC jurisdicition.
Student members expressed concern
that the move would place GUSA in a
financially vulnerable position, accord:
ing to Smith. SAC representatives at
the meeting also persuaded the Assembly that GUSA’s departure from
the Commission would prompt an exodus by other campus groups currently
. under the jurisdiction of the SAC,
Smith said.
~ “I'm very disappointed,” said Smith
about not being able to push his initiative through. He had hoped that a
break with the SAC would resolve the
long-standing conflict of interest existing between the two groups and advance his plans to achieve more “respect” on the part of the administration
for the student association.
“Moving out of the SAC would have
instantly given more prestige to the
organization as a whole” in the eyes of
university administrators, according to
Smith. The lack of this recognition of
GUSA as a formidable voice within
the university community has plagued
the student association since its beginning four years ago.
“If you look at it now, in terms of
university structure, the student government is on‘ the same level as the
Brazilian club or the Rugby team,” he
said. “GUSA clearly does not have this
same single-interest orientation.”

students we appoint to the SAC budget committee are not intimidated by
may do,” she said.

“The SAC is also much more effec-

with

Affairs

and Greg

President of the Georgetown University
Association.
of the aspects of the alcohol policy that
changed this fall, according to DeGioia,

said DeGioia, “and we recognize
have started much sooner.”

the day-to-day

needs of the student organizations,”
said Fallon. “It seems to me that the
situation would be much more diffi-

cult if GUSA fell directly under the
Director of Student Programs.”
“Given the context of what happened last year, the SAC had to take a
definite stand,” said SAC Comptroller
Don Simonetti (CAS '88). Last year, a

number of SAC organizations left the
Commission under the pretext that they
would be “better served” under the
direct control of Student Affairs.
Smith's plan would have made GUSA
a seventh, separate department under
the jurisdiction of the Director of Student Programs. Currently, the office
regulates the media board, community
involvment programs, theatre, the Program Board, and the Philodemic Soci-

ety as separate departments, and the
SAC, which includes language clubs,
political groups and GUSA.
There are no plans, according to
Smith, to bring the issue back up to
the assmebly in the near future.
Reported by Marianela Peralta

The

by Timothy Hanlon
HOYA

Contributing Editor

ed

of ideas”

is contained

draft of a proposal formulated by the
Committee on Protests and Demonstrations obtained by The HOYA this
week.
The proposal, the result of a threecampus, seven-month long effort by
the Office of Student Affairs-sponsored
ad hoc committee, is designed to create comprehensive university procedures

for handling

speeches,

demon-

strations, protests, and disruptions on
campus,

and comes

in the wake of a

number of such incidents at Georgetown in recent years.

According to the proposal, any individual or group hosting a public event
involving the open exchange of ideas
must reserve a place on campus with
the university prior to the event, as
many as ten working days in some instances. On campus venues covered
by the proposal include outdoor sites,
such as Copley Lawn and White-Gravenor Esplanade, as well as indoor dormitory and classroom locations.

\

in the amount of alcohol consumed
outside because of the open container
law,” said Charlebois.

by Casey Anderson
HOYA

Staff Writer

Georgetown's new and stricter campus alcohol policy has so far been ineffective in preventing underage students
from drinking, according to freshmen
and residence hall officials.
“I can find alcohol in this dorm in
five seconds,” said J.W. Penland (SBA

91), a resident of St. Mary’s Hall.
The Office of Student Affairs devised the policy last year following the

enactment of a District law which
raised the legal drinking age to 21.
The law now makes it illegal for
freshmen to drink at all.
The new policy “has encouraged
drinking because it’s something you're
not allowed to do,” said Karen Murphy (CAS 91).
Cynthia

Bright

(CAS

91)

said

al-

though she thinks the policy might
crease the amount of drinking in
freshman dorms, “I just don’t think
going to stop freshman drinking. It

dethe
it’s
(al-

cohol) is still going to be available.”

Darnall Hall Resident Director Beth
Charlebois (CAS 86) said “the possibility of someone with a drinking problem
going undetected is probably greater
now than before. I would hope that
someone with a serious drinking problem would come to the attention of
someone on the staff so we could refer
them to alcohol counseling.”
The open-container stipulation in the
policy forbids students from carrying
open containers of alcohol on school
property and forces any campus drinking activities indoors and out-of-sight.
“I think there’s been a significant drop

neces-

to hold

an

ex-

pressive event will be fully responsible
for all costs and security according to

year’s New Student Orientation (NSO)

to a “dry” event. “People told me that
last year there were kegs all over the

At this point, I can’t re-

‘port but a few violations of the policy,”
Charlebois said.
Five Darnall residents have been
caught with alcohol in the dorm, according to Charlebois, but she has yet
to hold disciplinary action meetings
with them.

Many freshmen said the Resident Assistants have tried to enforce the new
alcohol rules. “In our hallways (in St.
Mary’s Hall), there have been four people busted this weekend” for possession
of alcohol, said Amit Shah (CAS 91).
“They're always checking up on what
you're doing, but if you come back to
the

dorm

drunk,

they

can’t

do

of freshmen come here thinking, ‘College is alcohol,’ ” said Shah. “Plus, the

upperclassmen have been cool about
it. They've served alcohol to the freshmen at their parties. At least, I haven’t
been turned down yet.”
“At this age everyone has fake 1.D.s,”
said Murphy, and Penland said most
D.C. bars do not check identification
carefully. “As long as you show them
some kind of 1.D., no matter how fake
it is, they’ll let you in,” said Penland.
on my

floor have

had a lot of fun without drinking. We
go out in large groups to the ice cream
stores and things like that,” said Penland.

“The

students

are divided among

said

Clark.

“I think

I would

have gone to more of the NSO events
if it had been the same” this year, he
said.
:
Alcohol at NSO events “is good for
meeting people at first,” said Shah. “It

HOYA file photo
Dean of Student Affairs Jack DeGioia heads the Protest Committee.
tive organization, or an ad hoc group
established by a petition of 25 signatures of members of the academic community.” The proposal does not state if
ty approval of an event.

Another key element in the propos-

al requires any individual or group distributing handbills or pamphlets to
carry a university identification card.
“Only

members

of the Georgetown

University academic community may
hang posters or distribute handbills and
pamphlets,” the draft states. Any discontinued on page 3

tive to the Pub,” she said. “On other

nights, the eight p.m. rule (underage
students must leave at 8:00 p.m.) excludes freshmen. The Pub can no
longer be a center for all the students.”
Charlebois said, “the Pub was a major gathering place for the freshmen.
It’s a much different atmosphere now.”

GUPS Cites Students
For Alcohol Violations

policy, Christian said.

same number of officers on patrol as
they did before the implementation of
the new alcohol policy. GUPS officers
are not specifically looking for alcohol
policy violations, Christian said, but
he added that they will issue citations
for flagrant violations.
Christian said it was not GUPS policy to check the ID of a student carrying a six-pack across campus but that
“they could if they wanted to.” Christian added that “it wouldn’t be my business [to check the student’s ID] even if
he looks like he’s 14 years old.”

Christian said that GUPS issue “no
warnings” to violators of the open container policy. “GUPS officers write it
up and tell [the violator] to dump out
whatever is in the container,” Christian said.
Christian said that GUPS has the

dent drug use on campus, according to
Christian, one of which was in conjunction with an unauthorized party.
Christian said that it was not GUPS
policy to use undercover officers to
check parties for freshman drinking.

any-

thing about it,” Murphy said.
“It’s hard to enforce, because a lot

“A lot of people

place,”

by Chris Reid
HOYA

Assistant News Editor

Georgetown
Services

University

(GUPS)

has

Protective

issued

49 cita-

tions from August 31 to September 14
for violations of the open container
rule of the new alcohol policy, according to Chief Investigator Sergeant
Charles Christian.
GUPS has also broken up and issued citations for three parties that
were not registered under the alcohol

There have been two cases of stu-

Poll Results Indicate
Student Discontent
Assistant New Editor

The great majority of the upperclassmen disagreed with the policy's
stipulated two-keg limit and the requirement of 40 people for each keg

versity Student Association (GUSA)

at a party.

poll on the new alcohol policy indicate that the majority of upperclassmen disagree with the policy, accord-

Sixty-one percent of the upperclassmen did agree with the alcohol policy that alternative beverages must be
provided, and 60 percent agreed that
the resident director should have the
power fo prohibit “publicity that encourages overindulgence.”
+ Sixty-four percent of ‘the upperclassmen believe that Georgetown is
doing enough to foster "campus-wide
involvement in comprehensive and
ongoing alcohol education and aware-

ing to Greg Smith (CAS 88), GUSA

defined as “a continuing student orgaor

ple easier,” said Murphy.
.
Bright said the Pub’s alcohol-free
“all-campus” nights are a bad idea.
“Having a non-alcohol night is puni-

The results of the Georgetown Uni-

such a petition is required for universi-

department

changes (NSO). Some people meet peo-

of drinking.

HOYA

the proposal, as well as any applicable
rental fees. A group, the draft states, is
nization, an academic

“Some

by Chris Reid

any continuing faculty or administrawishing

Charlebois.

“It’s really too early to teil how the

sary. The deadline for response is October 1.
All groups

said

new policy has affected the overall level

p.m. daily. “The open area in front of
the ICC,” the proposal states, “is available without a prior reservation for

review and revision if deemed

themselves,”

have said it’s (the policy) a relief;
there's a lot less pressure to drink.”
The tougher policy changed this

states that “the use

any individual or group for the public
exchange of ideas daily from 12 p.m.
to 1 p.m.” Because of the proximity of
the area to classrooms, according to
the document, no amplification will be
permitted for such events.
The draft of the proposal will be
examined by faculty, administration,
and student representatives for further

Mark Johnson (top) addresses alcohol forum.

Freshmen Find Ways Around New Alcohol Policy

sion that would allow the public exchange of ideas to occur in ICC Square
(commonly known as “Red Square”)
without prior approval of the university between the hours of 12 p.m. and 1

in the

to

there were no more than three undergraduates on
the panel of 11, Carey brought up the point that
continued on page 5

facilities “must be given prior to the
announcement of an event.”
Also part of the proposal is a provi-

al for on-campus gatherings designed
“primarily for the dissemination or ex-

need

In response to accusations that the task force’s

of these facilities must be requested in
writing” and that permission to use the

A new administrative policy that
would require prior university approv-

change

document

the

decisions were not fair because, at any one time,

the committee, the composition of the task force

sentative Eileen Fallon (CAS ’88). “The

tive in dealing

of Student

pus police (GUPS) in enforcing the alcohol policy. DeGioia said he did not know of the cases
brought up at the forum in which GUPS officers
were accused of entering freshman dorm rooms
unannounced in search of alcohol and pulling
soda cans out of students’ hands to smell for
mixed drinks, but DeGioia added that “something will have to be done” to moderate GUPS
enforcement methods.
The members of the task force also said that
the fact that the policy was formulated over the
summer was not done in an attempt to screen out
student input. “It was not an intentional delay,”

may be changed to include more undergraduate
student representation.

The Assembly's relationship with the
SAC as “students budgeting students”
was also a key factor in Smith’s proposal. “I just didn’t think it was a good
idea” for GUSA to appoint the stu“dents who will formulate its budget
and then for it to have to approve that
budget.
“I don’t consider it to be a conflict
of interest at all,” said GUSA repre-

what GUSA

Dean

getic about was the “overzealousness” of the cam-

New Committee Proposes Speech and Protest Guidelines
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Another key concession, made by DeVigne in
response to a question from the audience, was

by Thomas Pelton
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DeGioia Sees Room for Policy Change
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GUSA Holds Alcohol Forum

several points of Georgetown’s new Alcohol and
Drug Policy would probably be changed in a
continuing effort to improve the controversial
policy.
Other members of the task force on hand responding to questions from the media and student body included Claire Carey, Assistant Dean
of the College and chairperson
of the committee
that developed the alcohol policy, Renee De Vigne,

a;

Staft

D.C.

President. Students were at odds with
the university's policy on 15 of the 18
questions in the survey.
Eighty percent of the upperclassmen disagree with the policy’s assertion that Georgetown students believe peer pressure forces them to
drink, according to the poll. Eightythree percent of the upperclassmen
responded that they did not believe
alcohol abuse had marred campus
events as the policy had stated.
Students voted nearly unanimously that students should have more
than the two voting seats they now
possess on the nine person Drug and

Alcohol Task Force, echoing complaints that the policies were enacted
over the summer, when most students
were not around to respond to the
committee’s decisions.

ness programs” as the policy states in

its introduction.
Smith said that he considers the
keg limit, the 72-hour registration requirement for parties, and the dry
nights and hours of the pub the areas
most in need of change.
Smith also said he believed the result of the poll and his position as
GUSA president put him in a very
good position to argue what he “per-

ceives to be the issues that need to
continued on page 5

’
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GU Students Continue to

Offer Community Service
by Laura Ziff
Staff Writer

Georgetown students are continuing to uphold the university’s tradition
of community service. However, the
expansion of university programs over
the past year has made student involvement even more critical, according to
Cesie Delve, Director of the Volunteer
and Public Services center.
Currently almost 500 undergraduates
participate in community service activities, according to Delve. The univer
sity hopes to encourage more students
to become active members. “There is
always more need in the city,” Delve
said.
As one of the oldest programs at
Georgetown, thé university's service
programs have traditionally gone beyond Healy gates to the District at
large. Sursum Corda is one such group.
Students devote about two hours each
week to tutor a small assigned group
of inner city children in basic subjects
such as math and reading skills.

etme

In contrast, Spring Break in Appalachia sends about 80 students to the
rural Appalachian Region of West Virginia during their vacation. There, they
provide unskilled labor, such as construction

and

renovation,

for

lished public-works programs
area.
The

After School

estab-

in the

Kids (ASK)

vol-

unteer program was formed in February, 1987, as “an alternative to incar-

ceration for juvenile offenders in the
District of Columbia.” ASK volunteers
work with the youths individually by
tutoring them, going on outings with
them, or through other projects.
The largest community service program on campus is the Community Action Coalition (CAC). Georgetown stu-

dents interested in becoming involved
in the CAC filled the Intercultural Center auditorium last Monday night at
the CAC’s first general meeting. The
CAC has eleven different programs to
help the community which include
work with the elderly, the homeless,
battered women and refugees.

GIVE BLOOD

+

American Red Cross

Dukakis to Speak in ICC

GU Competes in College Bowl

Governor Michael Dukakis (D-MA), who is a democratic presidential
candidate, will speak at Georgetown September 25. The speech, sponsored
by the Master of Science in Foreign Service program, will take place at noon
in the Intercultural Center auditorium.
Dukakis will speak on the “New Approach to National Security.” Tickets
will be available Monday outside the SFS dean’s office for reserved seating
and standing room.

The Georgetown College Bowl team will compete Sunday on “College
Bowl "87 on the Disney Cable Channel. Dick Cavett hosts this national
championship tournament as the top sixteen teams from around the country
compete for $10,000 in scholarships and the national trophy. The Georgetown team consists of Captain Dan Klein (CAS '86, GRD ’88), Eric Christ

Priests Join Campus Ministry

ana State University.

Two new priest-chaplains have joined
for the academic year. Frs. Ivan Cormac
have received appointments for 1987been appointed as Director of the GU
position.
:

the Campus Ministry
Marsh and G. Jeffrey
1988. Fr. Jimmy Allen
Gospel Choir, which

(SBA’89), Jeff Cochran (CAS '90), Dennis Montz (SFS ’89), and Coach Eliza-

beth Orshansky (SFS '88). Their opposition in the first round will be Louisi-

staff full-time
Blangiardi, SJ
Thomas has
is a part-time

Phone System Nears Finish
Georgetown’s new telephone system is nearing completion and will be
ready for its trial run from October 1 to November 1. This telecommunications project by the Computers and Informations Systems (CIS) is under the
control of Executive Director Francis Kaye, Directdr of the new system
Phyllis Cook, and Kirby Farrel the university consultant for telecommunications. AT&T is handling the actual construction.
The new system will be independent of local phone companies with two
main switchboards and on-campus repair facilities. The entire project is
costing the university 16.5 million dollars, although future projections indicate that over a ten year period, Georgetown will actually be saving 17
million dollars, according to CIS.

College Bowl

host Dick Cavett.
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Who says what's good for you has to taste bad? Not Domino's Pizza. Only 100% real cheese and the finest,
freshest ingredients go into our pizza, so you get great taste and nutritional value, too!

BETTER VALUE

Quality isn’t always expensive. And definitely not at Domino's Pizza. We profit from our volume, not high
prices. Shop around if you like, but we know what you'll discover: Our pizza costs less!

A single exam
score may be

GREAT TASTE!

What it all comes down to is taste. And you can’t beat Domino’s Pizza. We custom-make each pizza to your
order, using only the highest-quality ingredients. We guarantee our pizza is always fresh, never frozen. And we
deliver your hot, delicious pizza to your door in 30 minutes or less. Guaranteed.

more impor-

‘tant than your
hard-earned
GPA.
GAPS gives you the
knowledge, confidence and the

So when you're hungry for the best, there's only one place to call. Domino's Pizza!

Call us.
347-3030
3255 Prospect St., Georgetown
Open for lunch: 11 AM-1 AM Sun. Thurs./11 AM-2 AM Fri. & Sat.

competitive edge you need to
succeed on critical exams.

Menu:
All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend of Sauce and 100% Real Cheese
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$349.00
$199.00
$179.00
$159.00
$279.00
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Our Superb Cheese Pizza

12” Cheese $5.75

16” Cheese

$8.25

4

Additional Items

Pepperoni, Fresh Mushrooms, Black Olives, Green Olives, Onions,
Green Peppers, Ground Beef, Fresh Sausage, Ham, Hot Peppers, Double Cheese
12” Pizza

16” Pizza $.95 per item

$.75 per item

The ExtravaganZZa™
Special portions of nine items for the price of five: Pepperoni, Fresh Mushrooms,
:
Green Olives, Onions, Green Peppers, Ground Beef, Fresh Sausage, Ham and Extra Cheese
12"ExtravaganZZa™
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(800) 426-5537 x 1241
(206) 281-1241 from WA, AK, HI, PR.
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SERVICE GUARANTEE
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If your pizza does not arrive within 30
minutes from the time you order, the

driver will deduct $3.00 from your order
with no exceptions, ever.
* Regular — UPS 3 weeks, $7 (no P.O. Boxes, AK.
HI. PR addresses)
P.O. Boxes, AK, HI, PR — Postal Delivery 3 weeks, $14
Rush — Federal Express 5 days, $21 for MCAT, $14 all
others (no PO. Boxes, AK. HI, PR)
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Box 34057
Seattle, WA 98124-1057
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500 3rd
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UNCONDITIONAL
PRODUCT GUARANTEE
If you are not happy with your pizza for
any reason, just save half the pizza,
and call the store within 30 minutes of
delivery for a new pizza or a full
refund. No other pizza company is
confident enough in their product to
make this guarantee.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area. © 1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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hilodermic Debaters
HOYA

~

Staff Writer

Georgetown’s Philodemic Society

will begin the 1987-88 debate season

when Stuart Rabin (CAS '88) and Jon
| |. Garcia (SBA '90) travel to compete in
a tournament sponsored by the University of Northern Iowa (UNI) in Cedar Falls September 25-27.
~' The Georgetown team will oppose
teams from Harvard, Dartmouth, the
University of Michigan, Northwestern
and Baylor, among others, according
to Craig Silvertooth (SFS '90), trea_ surer of the Philodemic Society. About
40 teams are scheduled to participate
in the tournament.
Rabin is president of the Society
while Garcia is vice-president in
charge of research. Together, they
make up “one of the top eight teams in
the country,” according to Philodemic
Director David Cheshier. Rabin-Garcia

also received an invitation to the University of Kentucky's round robin tournament October 7-8.
Tournament debating is structured

Special to the HOYA

Philodemic will host its own tourna-

ment the weekend of October 24 before it ends its season with tournaments
at Emory, Harvard and Wake Forest.
Ten public policy debates at Georgetown will also be sponsored by Philodemic this October. Five academic
departments will co-sponsor the events,
including the departments of Economics,
Government, Philosophy and Fine Arts,

The two month wait for the visas
was not considered to be excessive,

©

Two months after placing their request with the South African embassy,
four Georgetown graduate volunteers
received their visas September 2 and
departed September 4 for their teaching posts in Catholic schools in South
Africa.
The four are part of a new Georgetown program designed to introduce
American students to the challenges
of life in the “third world” and to reciprocate that challenge by improving
the quality of education in South Africa’s parochial schools.

according to Peter Slevin, Special Projects Coordinator for GU’s Volunteer
and Public Service Center. “The embassy informed us that it could take
that length of time,” he said, adding
that South African officials did not appear to be blocking the issuance of the
visas in any way.

“The embassy appeared to be keeping on top of the situation and helped
‘to keep us informed of the progress (of

the visas),” he said.

HOYA

:

The Catholic school system in South
Africa is the only integrated system in
the country. The GU volunteers have

Staff Writer

The delay in establishing a campus
media advisory board was caused by a

“disagreement” between Dean of Student Affairs Jack DeGioia and GUSA
President Greg Smith (CAS 88), according to Smith. However, according
to DeGioia, they had a “misunderstand-

ing” about the criteria for student appointments to the board which was
apparently “not clear” to Smith or
GUSA Vice President John Rote (CAS

88).
The charter of the Media Board,
drawn up two years ago by former
Voice editor Genie Bauman and former

Stuart Rabin (CAS '88).
and the School of Foreign Service.
“We expect that congressmen in the
area and local college professors will
participate in the debates. Those (members in the Society) who do not go to

the tournaments will get involved in
campus activities such as these,” said
" Rabin.

been assigned to schools which are not

“elite,” according to Jack DeGioia,
Dean of Student Affairs. “The student
population in these schools cuts across
class lines and is very representative”
of South African society, he said.

Slevin has spoken with the four participating students

by telephone

HOYA

editor Mark

Landler,

ex-

pressly states that no member of any
campus media editorial board would
be in the advisory organization. The
mandate was primarily designed to prevent a conflict of interest for board
members whose responsibilities would
include policy decisions and budgeting, according to DeGioia.
However, Smith and those students

on the appointment committee misinterpreted the charter. “We believed the
‘only restriction was the student could
not be the Editor-in-Chief or General
Manager of the organization,” said
Smith.
The committee's screening process
for the three student positions required
at least two years of media involvement, a letter of recommendation and

an interview. “The cold, hard fact is
that it's damn hard to have spent two
years in the media, and be good enough

and

to stay with the organization, and not

said that they are “very excited and
have had a chance to get some orientation to South African society.”
The participating Georgetown grad-

be on an editorial board,”said Smith.
The resulting recommendations
made by the committee were to appoint Tim Hanlon, Contributing Editor

uates are Brian Gibson, Liz McKeon,

to the HOYA, Joe Rand, Copy Editor
for the Voice, and Cindy Stringham,

Jenny Pearlman and Cheryl Zarlenga.
They are being housed with the families of the Catholic administrators of
their respective schools.

News Director for WGTB.
“I really had

the feeling that even

though they were on an editorial board,
they were people that believed very,
very strongly in their policies and their

Jack DeGioia,

Dean of Student Affairs.

two administrative
board.

own. organizations, but believed even
more strongly in the idea of a strong
campus media,” said Smith.
Before the names were officially submitted, DeGioia

.
;

GRAPHIC ARTS: part time pasteup and graphic artist needed for
high quality firm near GU campus. Experience preferred. Start
immediately. Monday & Thursday afternoons and evenings now,
opportunity

for additional

hours as needed.

10-15

hrs per week.

Call 337-1555 daytime, weekend.

continued from page 1
tributed literature must also clearly car-

ry the disclaimer “Not Authorized by

told Smith he would

(CAS 88), Station Manager of WGTB.

The Media Board would

because of its current financial and
organizational problems, according to
Roy. The board’s problem of delays is
“regrettable”. “The last three appointments were very capable. All three had
intimate knowledge of the media and
and idea of where media should go
from here.”
Most importantly, according to Roy,
the board has the potential for bring-

25. However, DeGioia said he does not

the board to convene until the
of October.
function of the Media Board
to support the development of

ing the media together. “Good media
makes a lot of campuses really tight,”
said Roy. “Right now, Georgetown is

student involvement, hear complaints,

really broken up.”

assist in developing guidelines for the
operation and recognition of media organizations and review and approve
the budgeting of the clubs, according
to its charter. Along with the three

“The board should have convened
already,” said Voice Editor-in-Chief,

students on the board, the Faculty Sen-

ate will appoint two faculty members
this week, and DeGioia will confirm

SAC (Student Affairs Commission) or
Jack DeGioia. Now it’s neither.”
j

fice of Student Affairs. Members of
the committee included Medical Center Vice Chancellor John Rose, law

The draft also outlines disciplinary
procedures for violations associated

law student Raymond Mariani. Three
graduating seniors were also part of |

Pfordresher and Fr. James Walsh, and

the committee: former Student Coalition Against Racism (SCAR) member »*
Desiree Arretz, former Guardian edi-

tor Jonathan Koenig, and Bart Moore.

} James Walsh, SJ

Senior yearbook pictures
will be taken

from Oct. 5 through Oct. 16

EMWEO—~5

. a.

Tulhi—

To sign up call 625—4421
from Sept. 21 — Oct. 2

From Oct. 5 — 16, call 625-2929
|

:

the Media Board, we're not sure who's
in charge of our budget or who to go
to with a problem. It used to be the

SENIORS

f

—

Lance Krelovich. “Right now, without’

professors J. Peter Byrne and John
Murphy, main campus professors John

The ten-member Committee on Pro"tests and Demonstrations formed last
October under the auspices of the Of-

be a great

help to the student-run radio station

Georgetown University,” according to
the proposal.

with the proposal.

the
;

While the Administration, GUSA

not give them final approval. “Jack really let me down and said ‘No, these
people aren’t going to work. We want
more generalized people who would
be unbiased,’ ” said Smith.
Three new students are now being
considered for appointment to the Media Board. These people are interested
and enthusiastic about the development of media at Georgetown, said
Smith, but they are not as involved in
the media as the prior recommended
students. Smith plans to confirm the
appointments by this Sunday to convene an initial meeting on September
expect
middle
The
will be

officials on

and media clubs agree that the proposed Media Board will effectively help ~~
develop and organize media on cam3
pus, the delays have been both frustrating and disappointing. “I really
counted on the board,” said Kevin Roy ~

Protest Policy Outlines
Disciplinary Measures
J

o

by Nicole Wong

around one topic which changes every
year. This year, the National Collegiate
Debate topic is “Resolved: that the
United States should reduce significantly its military commitment to
NATO member states.”
Rabin and Garcia will debate in four
of the tournament’s preliminary rounds
in favor of the resolution and in four
other rounds opposing it, according to
tournament rules.
Following the UNI tournament, three
other Georgetown teams will travel
to compete at Vanderbilt University
in Kentucky. Overall, the Philodemic
Society will attend 16 tournaments
throughout the year, with Rabin-Garcia
competing at 10.

5S. Africa Grants GU Volunteers Visas
by Jennifer McCoid

The HOYA, Page 3

“Disagreement” Stalls Media Board

in In Iowa
g
e
B
10
r
by Richard Wilson

i

or stop by Healy Basement, Room G-07
$20 includes proofs and
your 1988 Senior Yearbook

You must sign up for an appointment—
“even if your parents have prepaid.
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Adjudication Officials Attempt to Educate Students
by Mark Nagel
Special to the HOYA

The process of adjudication at
Georgetown is meant to educate students more than to punish them, according to officials in the Office of
Adjudication and Conduct. Adjudication's jurisdiction includes excessive
noise complaints, illicit use of I.D.
cards, destruction or theft of property,
physical abuse, fire safety regulations,
and other issues directly related to student life.
“This is supposed to be education. . .
to help the students develop a sense of
morals and values,” said Laura Minor,
Director of Adjudication and Conduct.
“The process itself is pretty rigid in
the sense that we're bound to follow
the regulations that are set up,” Minor

said. “We have to follow the procedures that are in the book.”
Minor has two main duties. “One is
definitely keeping the system together

and making sure the system functions.
The other is as an administrator. In
that capacity I have more contact with
students,” Minor said.
Minor’s involvement begins with interviewing students cited in GUPS
incident reports. If students admit responsibility, Minor takes administrative
action and imposes a sanction, which

may vary from a fine to a suspension
or a dismissal.
If there is a question as to the validity of a charge, it is heard before a
Hearing Board comprised of three students. The board members are empowered with the authority to pass
sanctions themselves, ranging from
fines to expulsion from campus residence.
In the case of an appeal or an extremely serious infraction, the issue is
brought to a Joint Hearing Board, consisting of three students and two members of the faculty or administration.
A further appeal is ultimately set-

tled by the Judicial
tee, whose members
of the University, the
tion, and the Faculty
Last

year,

Review 'Commitare the President
Student AssociaSenate.

the adjudication

system

processed eleven incidents of disorderly conduct, nine charges of failure to

comply, fifteen violations of the alcohol policy, four disruptions of fire safety, one breach in I.D. policy, three cases of physical abuse, and twenty-three
situations involving local laws and statutes, according to Minor.
In all, fifty-seven hearings were held,
thirty-three before the Student Board
and seventeen before the Joint Board.
Seven of these decisions were appealed
to higher levels.
Administrative actions taken by either the Dean of Student Affairs, the
two Associate Deans of Student Affairs, or the Director of Adjudication
and Conduct accounted for 241 sanctions of varying degrees.
“I think [the system] has a lot of

good things in it,” Minor said. “It definitely meets the process commitment
that a university has to have. If challenged

in court,

it would

stand

up,”

Minor added.
Minor has already made alterations
in “the system” by rechannelling money collected from fines. In the past,
revenue was divided among needy campus activities.

:

“This year we're planning to use it
for programming. We'll use some of
the money to pay for (alcohol-related)
education, such as the purchase of
films,” Minor said.
Before Minor’s arrival, the Adjudi-

cation Fund had accumulated approximately $3,000 between September and
December

of

1986.

Minor

predicts,

“This year I could imagine it would be
more because of the alcohol policy.”
For all of the rules and regulations,

however, Minor’s philosophy is simple.
"This is not a criminal system. You
need a safeguard of students’ rights. ”

GU Accepts 43 Students From Wait List; 33 Enroll
by Kim Largay
Special to the HOYA

This year Georgetown placed 891
applicants to the class of 1991 on a
wait list. Five hundred thirty-three of
these students applied to the College
of Arts and Sciences, 179 to the School
of Foreign, Service, 111 to the School
of Business Administration, and 68 to
the School of Language and Linguistics. The Nursing School did not have
a wait list. Across the four undergraduate schools that did, only 43 (4.8 per-

cent) of the students on the list were
ultimately accepted, and 33 actually
enrolled.

While 4.8 percent is relatively low,
Georgetown'’s wait list is small in comparison to those of many of its competitors, according to Mike Oyler of
the Admissions Office. Georgetown
makes a definite effort to keep the wait
list small so as not “to lead people on
who have no realistic chance of being
admitted,” Oyler said.
“We are very frank in the letters
(informing students that they have been
placed on the wait list) by showing the
percentages of students who have been
accepted off the wait list in past years,”
Oyler said. Unfortunately, “it is almost
impossible to guess within a percentage point the return on offers of ad-

mission when nearly 2,500 offers of
admission are being made,” Oyler said.

This year, 68 percent of those admitted at the regular deadline (April 1)
to SLL chose to attend, forcing the
admissions office to admit only one

student off the SLL wait
comparison, had fewer
than anticipated and was
admission to 24 wait list

list. SFS, by
enrollments
able to offer
students.

While the first criterion for students

on the wait list is an exceptional academic record, the list is prioritized ac-

cording to the efforts of individuals.
“A demonstration of enthusiasm and
interest (in the form of calls and letters

from the student, his or her college

The new I.D. cards will be used in the Leavey Center.

Administration Introduces
Magnetized Campus 1.D’s

counselor, or alumni interviewer, etc.)
increases the students chances for

by Matt Beh
Special to the HOYA

being accepted off the wait list,” Oyler
said.

As a member of the Consortium of
Financing Higher Education (COFHE),
Georgetown, along with schools such
as Northwestern, Yale, Princeton and

others, has agreed to certain standards
for its wait list.
T
In 1982, COFHE held a conference
to discuss the “humanity” of wait listing and came up with the following
rules: the wait list must be reduced by
90 percent by the first of June, and it
must be finalized by July first.

The university has issued new student and faculty identification cards
with a magnetic strip of information,

replacing the old cards with punched
holes. The new card will support facilities at the Leavey Center and eliminate the unwieldiness of data holes
punched through printed information

Williams said the cost of giving new
cards to all students and faculty would
be about $4000. The university
is also ’
providing two $3000 card programmer
units. Williams expects that the conversion costs will eventually be made
up by the new card’s ability to be easily reprogrammed. In the past, when a
card was punched with erroneous data,
it had to be replaced. Now the card
can be simply run through the ma-

on the cards, according to Melvin Williams, Assistant Director of Systems

chine again.

Management at Protective Services.

magnetic strip has peeled off a few of
the new cards. According to Williams,
this is a production problem of a particular factory batch that in no way
affects performance.

“The holes were not attractive, they

took away a lot of key data such as the
last name, and people just did not like
them,” said Williams.

The cellophane backing over the

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means youre part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,

not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE:
Es

me

cr

earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLIC FAMILIES
With, get this, no minimum bal-

Short-term Educational/Therapy Group
forming at
Georgetown University
Counseling Center
For information or
to make an appointment for an evaluation
please call
625-4081.

ance requirement. Just deposit $50 into
any Madison National Bank and you're
set. Youll be able to write up to eight
checks per month with no service
charge. And even if you write more

checks, they're just $.50 apiece.
In addition to free checking, you'll
get a free Madison ATM card so you

can have access to your money around
the clock. (Don't worry, these transactions won't count against your eight

checks per month and there's no

charge for using any Madison ATM.)
You may also use your Madison ATM
card at any of more than 2,000 MOST
ATM machines in the area for only $.50
per transaction.

If you only write a few checks a
month, you can't beat Madison's free
checking. Tb open your account or to
find out the many other ways we can
serve you, stop by any Madison

National Bank or call us at 452-5500.

NATIONAL
BANK
WASHINGTON, DC.
Member of the James Madison Limited Financial Family.
0

Member FDIC.

1730 M Street, NW = 1800 G Street, NW =» Vermont Ave. & K Street, NW = 5th & Morse Street, NE = 49th & Massachusetts Ave, NW
303 Pennsylvania Ave., SE = 620 Michigan Ave., NE = 2833 M Street, NW = 615 12th Street, NW

NOTICE FROM STUDENT AFFAIRS
FRAUDULENT IDENTIFICATION CARDS

DUPONT CIRCLES ORIGINAL
RESTAURANT DEVOTED TO THE ARTS
LA
EY [29 8
NOW ON SEVENTEENTH STREET

Herbs
Restaurant
SERVING FOOD CONTINUOUSLY EVERY DAY ‘TIL MIDNIGHT.
LALO ET Te RR LT
Rf (dE
SPECTACULAR OUTDOOR TERRACE.
FREE VALET PARKING.

ik
17TH & RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, NW
TELEPHONE 333-HERB

During this past summer there was a vendor in Healy Basement who was author-,
ized to make picture .D. cards. He was allowed on campus with the understanding’
that the I.D.’s would contain accurate information. It was thought that such LD.’
would meet a need which existed for students who did not possess a picture driver's:
license. Subsequently it was learned that the vendor was making 1.D. cards with
inaccurate information and using the official Georgetown University seal without the
permission of the University. As a result the vendor has been barred from the campus.
The University in no way endorses either the maker or his product. These cards will
not be honored on the campus and any student attempting to use such a card will
have the card confiscated and could be subject to disciplinary action if the card
contains inaccurate information.
The Office of Student Affairs requests that all cards produced in Healy Basement
| and containing the language “issed by a non-government agency, the Social
Security Lobby,” be returned. Upon return of the card you will be reimbursed the
cost of having it made. Returns should be made to the office of the University Center
Director located in Healy Basement, G-1 6. The deadline for return of these cards is
October 1, 1987.
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Students Fill Gaston for Policy Forum

1. Have you felt “considerable peer pressure to drink?”

EE

on,

continued from page 1

In light of this population change, “it was necessary to
review all our policies,” to respond to the growth, said
DeGioia, “which was especially true of the alcohol policy.”
Another previously unmentioned motivation for the new,
more restrictive, alcohol policy was what DeGioia described as “a rash of liability suits” directed against universities across the country because of student alcohol
problems.

“we did not take votes in the committee.” Instead, she said,

Disagree

|

PA

decisions were arrived at through a process of “consensus”
and negotiation.
When questioned by Thomas Jones of The HOYA if the
minutes left by the committee could be made public,

2. Do you think that the “beauty and enjoyment of many
significant campus events. . . have been
by alcohol abuse?”

DeGioia

marred

DeVigne

enough to

. alcohol education?

Sa
Disagree NEG 367,

Freshmen Voice Ideas for Change
continued from page 1

mer
onade

|

but rather as a “roadblock” and that

the freshmen have been very helpful
in voicing ways the policy should be
changed.

according to Smith, the alcohol poli-

na’
ata,

reported that they “feel separated
from the general sense of community
at Georgetown” according to the survey, while 91 percent of the freshmen

Smith said it is clear from fresh-

tan responses and meetings he has
had that the freshmen do not see the

mathe

“Salomon Brothers Inc

L

parvay

said that they “feel blocked from social interaction” with upperclassmen.

Eighty-two percent of the freshmen
said that they doubted they would
attend any of the non-alcoholic nights

Eighty-one percent of the freshmen

cy does not deal with freshmen.

ard

y of

policy as “an insurmountable fence”

" ‘taneously to the general poll was
‘aimed at the freshman class because,

cordially invites

Graduating Seniors
to attend a

i

Presentation

Approximately 760 upperclassmen

and 590 freshmen

responded to the

Reported by Kimberly Cook

said “no.” To

Monday, September 28th
at

6:00PM
in the

Copley Formal Lounge

DL

to discuss opportunities
within our

Internal Auditing
Division’s
START
Program

liability threat lies a

a chorus of hisses from the audi-

decision in a recent

ence, DeVigne said, “we try to treat students here [at
Georgetown] as adults.”
At one point in the forum, Carey made the threat that,
legally, the task force could have banished alcohol from
campus entirely. “Make no mistake about it,” said Carey,
“we could have made this campus dry.”
To back up her point, Carey pointed out that many local
universities, including the University of the District of
Columbia, which has now placed a campus-wide ban on
kegs, and Catholic Univeristy, which is planning to close
down its pub, have much more radical campus alcohol
policies.
In rebuttal, Krelovich said that more comparable universities, specifically those in the Ivy League, have much
more lenient alcohol policies than Georgetown.
+ Explaining why the creation of an alcohol policy was
necessary at Georgetown in the first place, DeGioia pointed
out that the university was motivated by more than just the
change in the DC drinking age. DeGioia also pointed out
what he described as the “new residential character” of
Georgetown:

that, in the last ten years, five new

lawsuit, Bradshaw vs.

Rawlings.
At the core of this new alcohol liability threat, said
DeGioia, lies a decision in a recent lawsuit, Bradshaw vs.
Rawlings, that was handed down this past year. It is this
legal precedent, implied DeGioia, that threatens even the
more liberal alcohol policies of the Ivy League.
:
A minor disagreement occurred during the forum when
Jones questioned whether, according to DC law and these
legal precedents, Georgetown was “obligated” to formulate an alcohol policy, or if the university just “chose” to
make the new policy. While DeGioia first said that the
university “chose” to make the campus changes, Carey
disagreed, saying that the university was, in effect, “obli-

dorms

have been built, raising the on-campus population from
2000 to up around 4000 undergraduates.

What if you dont
~ getintothe
grad school of
your choice?

to be held on

TE

At the core of this new

When Lance Krelovich of the Voice asked if the alcohol
policy did not, in effect, imply that the university was
treating the student body more like children than adults,

Agree

be changed.”
"A'smaller survey conducted simul-

hands,

able to learn the context of many of the deliberations.

3. Do you think that the university is doing

uld
also

out of DeVigne’s

at Georgetown] that committee minutes are kept private,”
said DeGioia, indicating that the student body wouldn't be

Planes HEN
foster campus-wide . .

the microphone

responded in the negative. “We have a general policy [here

B17

Agree

took

who was in the process of responding to the question, and

Of course, you may get into another
school, but why settle? Prepare for the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT or any grad
school entrance exam with the best test
prep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.

gated” to
alcohol.

LITURGY

stance

EDUCATION

PROGRAM

Friday, September 25, 6 - 9 p.m.
or

Saturday, September 26, 1 - 4 p.m.
Room

101,

ICC

A training worksfiop for all who will serve in the various [iturgical roles,
that is, musicians, readers, special ministers of Holy Communion, etc.,
at one of the Sunday celebrations
Participation in the program willl

the Eucharist on Georgetown’ s campus.
help ensure competent service in these

liturgical roles; thus all volunteers, including those who have previously
served are asked to attend.
For more information:

Campus Ministry * Healy Hall, Room #113

* 625-3022

For nearly 50 years, Kaplan's test-

taking techniques have prepared over 1
million students for admission and licensing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go

CAMPUS

MINISTRY
Shabbat Dinner

to just any grad school, when you can go
to the right one?

Jewish Students
Friday, September 18
6:30 p.m. Soiceb 7:30 p-m. Dinner

EKAPLAN

..

corre “to all "or part of the evening

Gospel Choir Auditions

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

770-3444

4201 Canneclicut Ave., NW.

White Flint Mall, 3rd FI.

1314 36th Street

Reservations* Maryla Kom « 625- -6870 % Aa

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER UD.

244-1456

EVENTS

Week of September 18

6:00 pm.

, September 18
7:00 p.m. * Dahlgren Chapel

—

Protestant Worship Services
Sunday, September 20
11:00

a.m.» St.

William’s

Chapel

Protestant Worship in the Gospel Tradition
Sunday, September 20

4:00 p.m.

St.William’s Chapel

Inquiry
into Catholicism
Monday, September 21
7:00 p.m., weekly *108 Healy

Thursday, Sn

24 at 9:30 a.m., Gaston Hall

Second Day Erev Rosh Hashanah

Thursday, September 24 at 7:30 p.m., Gaston Hall
Second Day Erev Rosh Pashanat
Friday, September 25 at 9:30 a.m., Gaston Hall

connections.

COLLEGIATE
SPECIALS!
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31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41

=

KOH-I-NOOR

r@tring

rapidograph’

Advanced Scientific

calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your |
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see

The

with

technical

pen

pre-filled, disposable

4 PEN

2

!

technical pens!
set...Reg.

95
="

#155743-4 pen
$61.00, now..

RAPIDOGRAPH

pen set. #3165SP7,
NOW

SET

cartridge...a
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Pack

7

Reg. $88.75,

$32
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GENERAL SUPPLIES
STUDENT 207 OFF!
*Except
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| ADVANTAGE MODULE
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Items

VRSUAL SUSTEMS

with purchase of HP-41. Pur-

chase must be made between
August 15, 1987, and October 31,

WASHINGTON, D.C.
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
BAILEYS CROSSROADS, VA.

1987. See your local HP dealer
for details and official redemp-

tion form. Rebate or free Module will be sent in 6-8 weeks.

PG 12703

ultimate

capillary

what a deal this is.

OR $10 OFF AN HP-12C.

\

Rosh Hashana Services
Wednesday, September 23 at 7:30 p.m., Gaston Hi
First Day of Rosh Ha,

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad

©1987 Hewlett-Packard Company

towards

for volunteers who assist at Sunday Mass

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS. WE ARE ENROLLING NOW!

Brothers inc

a comprehensive

1a

Reception to follow

Salomon

formulate
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Editorials
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GUSA’s Vr
The newly released statistics from the
Georgetown University Student Association
alcohol policy poll are as inconclusive as they

are unnecessary. While GUSA'’s effort to rally

a4

rr

. student enthusiasm and initiative was doubt-

less motivated by noble intentions, it none‘theless displayed the Association’s penchant
for squandering valuable leadership assets on
meaningless projects.

i
Indeed,

rn, HAVE

Polls

GUSA’s

data

belies

the

alcohol abuse on campus

a problem,

GUSA’s

poll indicated that only a few undergraduates
experienced

pressure

to drink.

Also,

while

the Policy claims that 56 percent of the campus finds drinking excessive, GUSA curious-

ly omitted this question from its campus poll.
The disparity in results is not the only problem with the poll concept. Only 20 percent of
the campus responded to the GUSA questionnaire, hardly a representatitve sample of

The slightest partisan slant in the phrasing of
the questions can irreparably skew the final
results. Last week’s GUSA questionnaire suffered from just such a lack of objectivity.
The GUSA poll results also further discredit the basis for the Alcohol Policy Com~ mittee’s recent report. Much of the evidence
restrictions on alcohol were,

to the committee,

ac-

responses
to the

students’ (in this case graduating seniors) concern about alcohol on campus. But for the
same reason that GUSA seems to be able to
- produce any statistic it needs the recent poil

of graduating seniors conducted for the alcohol board asked the right questions and produced the desired result. All those using these
polls should remember that seniors being told
that there is a drinking problem at GU will
begin to believe it. Moreover,

freshmen who

are told that they don’t feel a part of Georgetown because of the alcohol policy will begin
to believe it.

While the student representatives who framed the poll claim to have derived the questions from the policy itself, the tone of both
poll and pollsters implied the assumption of
a negative response.

the Georgetown

undergraduate

population.

Once again, the Student Association has failed

to generate enthusiasm for an issue that had
the potential to unite the entire campus.
GUSA’s beloved polls have come to act as a
surrogate for leadership and action. The
Georgetown campus was flooded with numerous questionnaires during the administration

of Mark Ouweleen, and while the deluge has
somewhat

abated,

GUSA

still

relies

almost

exclusively on poll data.

It is time for the GUSA representatives to
devise new and effective leadership initiatives. For too long, the Student Association
has contented itself with polling the student

body rather than challenging it. Georgetown
undergraduates expect and deserve more creativity from their elected officials.
If GUSA President Greg Smith is finally to
assume

the leadership, role

eluded

him,

his

Jock DeGioia created a board last fall whose

should

be

to

devise new methods for stirring the student
body.

| philosophically acceptable policy to handle
student protest. In the controversy that fol-

out without the university knowing what is
up.
:

lowed the Freedom College protest movement

All of this is strange because if the protests
are serious the protesters are unlikely to disband at 1:00 every afternoon. The very nature of protest is to defy rules like this that
may inhibit the protesters’ ability to hold any
kind of sustained demonstration.

could refer to; both pro-

jects from how one registers a visiting speaker to when and where unplanned speeches
may be held. Certainly many of the regulations on speakers and liability for those who
invite them are important to establish as some

kind of consistent policy.
But on further examination the whole idea

of trying to place regulations on protest runs
contrary to some of the most powerful elements of protest. The policy states that without a reservation in a campus facility, unplanned speeches may be held from 12:00 to

1:00 in the open area in front of Red Square.
In other words, those who want to protest and

who have been denied access to university

This aspect of the policy appears

ing his programs are encountering legislative
vetoes. Last spring, the Assembly, citing claims
of nepotism, withheld approval of Smith’s
Senior Class Committee Vice Chairman, Nadine Noyer. Last week, however, the Assem-

bly made the mistake of refusing to approve
Smith’s

request

to remove

GUSA

from

the

jurisdiction of the Student Activities Commission.
The Assembly's recalcitrance this past Sunday is part of a general trend in the relationship between the President and representa-

tives. It has become an indoor sport for the
GUSA reps to sabotage virtually every one of
Smith’s plans. He clearly suffers from a severe image problem among Assembly members. The SAC decision is symbolic of the way
student government has been brought to a

tions on the students.
DeGioia’s committee has produced yet an-

other law to limit and regulate the behavior
on campus. The statement also fails to answer

the question as to whether students are permitted to do all things not forbidden by the
policy. Above all it is an attempt to regulate
something
regulate.

that

is virtually

impossible

to the organization

that not only ap-

points them but-also has the power to remove
them or to disband the SAC entirely.
The purpose of the SAC is to insure that
student money is divided equitably among
the competing interests of student clubs. No

ing Smith’s policies, it should also be willing
to approve any valid program he submits.

- all other university subsidized clubs, includ-

Smith’s suggestion to remove GUSA from the

Unfortunately,

the Student Association is charged with ap-

SAC is a good idea which the assembly should
accept.

ty

|
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at open intimidation, the SAC members might

a right to student dollars as does GUSA.
While the assembly may serve the student
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pointing the SAC members, leaving open the
potential for a conflict of interests.
Under the present organization, it is possible for a GUSA member to try to force the
SAC to change GUSA’s budget allocation, or
even for the entire assembly to refuse to approve the SAC’s budget allocation for any
club unless its own budget is increased.
Even bafring these rather unlikely attempts
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straw man that has been created to give the
university the excuse to disband protests that
don’t follow this policy. The seemingly arbi-

Smith’s Political Woes
GUSA President Greg Smith has been find-
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facilities for whatever reason have some pretty tight constraints on when they can speak

testers and administrators would understand
each other.
The tentative document released by the committee recently, discusses a wide range of sub-
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Viewpoint
Liz Moyer

Thomas Jones

DeVigne’s Power Play:
What’s in a Name?

Male Bias

Like most cultures, the ancient Hebrew tribes understood the power of
language. They clearly grasped the idea

names have recently been changed. To
begin with, The Career Planning and
Placement Center has been changed

that

to The Career Center. Some people
have argued that this is a wise change

he who

names

his surroundings

gains a kind of dominion over his
world. Names shape people's perceptions of objects and animals; they are

powerful things.
It is no coincidence that one of the
.in the

grams (why I have no idea). The job of
Assistant Dean in charge of Adjudica-

the power to name the animals.
“So out of the ground the Lord

tion has been switched to Adjudication
and Conduct. Again, this seems a bit

God formed every beast of the
field and every ‘bird of the air;
and brought them to see what
he would call them and whatever the man called every living
creature, that was its name.”
The ancient Hebrews tried to make
their environment intelligible by claiming the power to name from their an-

odd. Tony Scafati’s new office is called

God

gave

Adam

cestor Adam.

while looki

of Student

Services

(now

One can only
wonder what

office. Some of the changes seem to
make good sense, like the renaming

the stakes are not as high as they were
in the ancient stories. But names are

Won't They Ever Leave?

of positions with lengthy names like
Greer’s. But as many people in the Residence Life military industrial complex

Something’s been troubling me these first few days
back on campus. It’s not the frighteningly swift elimi-

paying private sector job outside of Washington.

have commented, this is a form of pow-

nation of Pierce

and the Quadrangle,

definitely not the Day the Music Died at Georgetown.

er play. DeVigne apparently feels com-

two of Georgetown’s more hallowed institutions (just
think though, if they do that so quickly to facilities
here, imagine what they can do to your transcript).

we thought we’d seen the last of played in on-campus

fortable only when she directs offices
and jobs that she has named and over
which she has semantic control.
As the Ancient Hebrews showed us,
this is the mark of a person trying to
create order in what that person perceives as a state of disorder. She is
making Georgetown intelligible and

And,

Reading

Room

surprisingly, it’s not the neo-Prohibition

Theory #2: They're musicians. Commencement

bands during their stays within Healy gates. Knowing

that their stay was all-too-brief, they have decided to
come back to the only fans who appreciated their mu-

policy either (although I have been kept awake on more
than a few occasions by nightmares of only 39 people
showing up at my light snack-less keg parties).
No, the uneasiness I've been feeling is due to some-

thing much more subtle, and far more frightening. My
anxiety is due to the proliferation of GU graduates who
refuse to leave the Hilltop.
Think about it. They're all over the place, checking
out your books at Lauinger, serving you cold frosty
ones at the Tombs, even getting sloppy with you at
Senior Night at the Pub. What once appeared to you on
Commencement Day as a bunch of seemingly normal
career-minded, glory-bound students now conjure up
images of those distant relatives you can’t seem to get
rid of after Thanksgiving dinner is over. With their
Georgetown degree firmly in hand, those graduated

more controllable by renaming every-

{ri wait to come back Aid you thought “St. Elma’s Fire”

sic in the first place: Georgetown students.
The New Buicks, the Pub Rats, Idle Minds—all are
working examples of this phenomenon. The trouble is
that most of the graduated members aren’t working.
"Thus, the need to stick around. Watch for the reunion

theme to crop up at various campus bashes as would-be,
first-year professionals crank up the tunes to impress
the new freshman girls. Cure: a recording contract that

at one time or another during their stay to lethal dose of

of the iceberg of her growing empire

least, changes the office and takes a
form of possession of that office.

in Residence Life.

. If for no other reason than the convenience of our readers I would like to
list just a few of the offices whose

Thomas Jones, a senior History major
in the College of Arts and Sciences, is

House.

It gives me

the willies just thinking

feated women's crew team. This is be-

cause football is supposedly a “traditional” sport. Also, no service or pro-

fessional sororities exist to compliment
the campus’ two fraternities, and the
Gracenotes singing group has not received the same recognition and association with Georgetown as the all-male

that they're not worried about what they're going to do
once they graduate. You should be concerned, though.
They're probably going to want to stay at your apartment while they hunt for work. Cure: going to Africa as
a Peace Corps worker for a few years.

once unassuming, right-minded students were exposed

Chimes.

Some will say that the bias at Georgetown is toward women rather than
against them. If this is true, it is more a

Theory #4: They just plain like it here. I guess we all
do in a way. That's what makes events like Homecom-

“administrationism”— a tasteless, odorless, formless
drug, which, when administered in large quantities, leads
to debilitating symptoms that range from the temporary
to the incurable.

result of a protective and genteel attitude toward women that results from
membership in Georgetown’s Clubhouse. In the classrooms and social
activities, the Georgetown gentleman
has subconsciously reinforced a general attitude that women are to be
treated differently, as if they belonged
on a different plane of existance.
Women at Georgetown are clearly coddled; they are not challenged as vigor-

ing and class reuinions so fun and memorable for graduates at Georgetown. Four short years is all most get on
the Hilltop, unless, of course, you decide you must have

Tell-tale signs of this disease include fascinations with
GU Law School, GU Medical School, and, in acute

mantic control. It is, I fear, only the tip

ly been overshadowed by men’s teams

Seniors beware; these potential hangers-on are usually the ones who tell you during your final year here

Theory #1: They've been brainwashed. Scarier than
anything out of Invasion of the Body Snatchers, these

the name of an office, in one sense at

then,

who are not always as worthy. As an
example, the football squad's mediocre record last year received more play
and higher attendance than the unde-

want to go that extra mile for the 4.0, doesn’t it?

to cross Healy lawn again? A few theories exist:

thing. One can only wonder what DeVigne plans to do with all of this se-

Since

Theory #3: They can’t find meaningful jobs. This one
must do wonders to the mean income bell curve over at
about it. Here we are, investing countless dollars and
innumerable hours to attain that door-opening parchment known as the Georgetown degree, only to see our
graduated colleagues running back to campus to shelter
themselves from the real world. It almost makes you

us with their presence just when we thought it was safe

nonetheless important here and the
power to change them should not be
taken lightly. Someone who changes

history.

forces them to relocate to LA.
Alumni

was just a movie.
;
What entices these people to hang around and grace

UNIVERSITY

was

It seems that a disproportionate amount of those whom

alcohol

seniors whom we waved goodbye to last May just can’t

GEORGETOWN

Hoya

a “club” which systematically and necessarily excludes women, relegating
them to tasks which are not involved
in key decison-making. These administrators have made a few token attempts at making women feel included,
but. with the exception of the School
of Nursing, women still occupy only 16
policy-making positions within the
adminisration and are subject to the
veto of their male bosses.
This subtle bias is perhaps less tangible among the student population,
but it does exist. The very definite stereotype of the School of Languages
and Linguistics and the School of Nursing as “girls’ colleges” has created a
large rift in student attitudes toward
the role and ability of women in the
university community. The relatively
small numbers of men enrolled in these
schools often encounter ridicule and
are viewed as “effeminate.” In contrast,
women in the other three schools, especially the School of Business Administration, are considered and expected to be as aggressive as their male
contemporaries.
This bias is not limited to the intellectual capacities of Georgetown’s females. Women’s sports have constant-

Timothy Hanlon

how connected with Renee DeVigne’s

the little universe that is Georgetown,

in

women have come to number roughly
half the student population and have
contributed enormously to the intel
lectual history of Georgetown. More
than a decade later, however, there still
exists a subtle, pervasive attitude that
these Hoya women have intruded upon
the tradition of the Hilltop Clubhouse.
The Jesuit presence which characterizes the university is partially to
blame for this. Priests, the powersthat-be, are automatically members of

All of these name changes have one

it comes to name’ calling in

shed

the

thing in common. They are all some-

When

W, . ITING
w LINE

the Office of Training and Orientation.

post occupied by Pam Goggins).

do with all of
this control...

Brenda tries
THE 'CAsseroly

Georgetown’s decision to become a
co-ed college in the 1960’s was a water-

Orientation.
Finally, Chris Greer’s old position
has been changed, perhaps so that no
memories of her will linger. Her cumbersome title has been switched from
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs and
Director of the Parents’ Program and
Handicapped Student Services to the
Office

DeVigne plans to

Eric
TRAMPLED

because the office does not want people thinking that it places students.
The Office of Student Activities was
changed to the Office of Student Pro-

Hebrew creation story of Genesis was

first powers

WRATH

ets

more. Cure: become

a Jesuit.

cases, employment within the University infastructure.

Adherents to this theory should be wary of close con-

Timothy Hanlon, a senior Government major in the
College of Arts and Sciences, is a Contributing Editor to

tact with Charles Meng (LAW °82), Jack DeGioia (CAS
’79), and John Courtin (CAS 70) who all, before coming

The HOYA.

to school here, had real job ambitions. Cure: a high-

Editor-in-Chief of The HOYA.

ously as men.

Chris Donesa

Opportunity for Georgetown women
beyond the gates has been summarily
stifled by this rigid and long-established

Georgetown is Making Progress on Female Equality
A few years ago, it was

an almost

indisputable fact that Georgetown suffered from a pervasive male bias.
Today's university, however, while still
controlled

to a large extent

by men,

has significantly increased the role of
women in the community both as part
of an identical trend in society at large

and through concentrated efforts to. ward equality.
Georgetown’s Jesuit affiliation provides for an acknowledged

male slant

in the way that many key university
decisions are made. As the school is
an institution controlled by priests,
the role of women in the “big picture”
of the university is almost nonexistent.
The elite “Corporation”, which is perhaps the most powerful policymaking
body at Georgetown, is all male, and

Campus

the Board

of Directors has but a few

token females placed there largely as a
result of large contributions.
In searching for “male bias”, one
could also point at the bevy of young
men who become part of the elite
group of “boys” attached to university
bigwigs, or other implicit acts of sexism. It is a given that Georgetown is
not near to perfectly equal, and may
well never completely

open

its doors

of power to women.
In looking at the. record of the university as a whole, however, one can

find several areas where Georgetown
has promoted the interests of women
as a policy goal. University President
Timothy Healy, for example, has a special assistant for Affirmative Action,
and

Provost J. Donald

Opinion/ Q:

Freeze's

most

senior assistant is a woman.
rd
In the area of Student Affairs, man

decisions that have a profound impact
on the student body are made by Associate Dean of Student Affairs Renee
DeVigne, who has in turn appointed
women to several key administrative
and policymaking positions. The Alcohol Policy task force, whose recommendations have been the major news
story of the year, was chaired by Assistant College Dean Claire Carey.
The field of education has always
been

a progressive

No, I don’t
town does a
accomodating
males. Overall

Glenn Swanson

SFS 87

No,

is a male bias on campus. Jesuits
have been traditionally known as
chauvinistic, but from what I've
seen they're pretty open minded.
Ed Lynch
CAS 89

for women’s

remains is for women to move into the

handful of positions which can shape
campus opinion on a daily basis.
At the Georgetown University Student Association, for example, women
chair several committees and have an

opportunity to influence significantly
student action on important issues. The
few leadership positions that really
count, however, still are in the hands

tions of power. To completely advance

women’s leadership will ultimately require complete leaders who are women.
No one can seriously contest the fact

that Georgetown has made great strides
toward equality of the sexes. On the
other hand, no one could realistically
argue that there is no more progress to

be made. Future incidences of inequality will not be because of “male bias”

or attempts to shut women out, however, but rather because Georgetown’s
female population has yet to fully seize
the issue.

of male students.
The

truth

is that this trend

is not

due to an insipid “male bias”, but rather
a lack of competition for those posi-

Chris Donesa, a junior Government
major in the College of Arts and Sci-

ences, is Managing Editor of The HOYA.

group of women who have access to
the advantages attached to having an
administrator as mentor. Left to their
own devices, Georgetown women face
the double task of adjusting to life in
the unprotective mainstream of life
while breaking the code of old boy
favoritism that has emanated from
Georgetown and other private universities like it.
It is not a lack of potential leadership among the female population at
Georgetown that has precipitated this
bias. The university's 198 year affiliation with the Jesuit order and its longterm commitment to the education of
men

in fact I think

tickets

up to the bar with only two

and

came

only

recently

women)

has

Liz Moyer, a junior history major in
the School of Foreign Service, is News
Editor of the HOYA.

Compiled by Philip Junker
and Sarah Stafford

think so. Georgepretty good job of
both males and feI think it evens out.
Ralph Conte
CAS 89

No,

1 don’t

think

that you

can

generalize by saying that every
male on campus is biased. I think"
it just depends.
Martin Arias

CAS 88

the bias on

this campus is towards the females.
I was at a party where these girls
went

(and

not supported an atmosphere in which
this potential can be tapped.

Is there a nile bias on campus?

No, they never deliver it anyway.

No, I really don’t think that there

one

equality, and Georgetown has been no
exception. One could argue that anyone could selectively pick out one or
two women in the administration, but
the examples cited represent a tangible and important role for women in

the running of Georgetown.
Student leadership has also taken
great strides toward equality, although
this is perhaps more a result of capable and interested students rather than
deliberate effort. The challenge which

“old boy network.” There is no elite

back

with

six

beers.

No,

not at all. There

are more

women on campus than men and
the women are as integrated as
men.

Matt Elston

SBA

89

Jason Trennert
CEC

"an

No, I don’t really think so. So-

cially I think that it’s easier for
guys to get along than girls, but
there is no really overt bias.
Dan Gramins
CAS 89

, The

day,

ber
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Features
Recent Rapes Demand Awareness
by Michelle Rockler and Amy

Blum

Special to the Hoya

It is seven thirty on a Thursday
morning. A sophomore girl enters the

Seven-Eleven

to buy

breakfast.

She

feels someone eyeing her but disregards
the stranger's stare. Minutes later she
is casually
aking her way up Wisconsin Avenue; heading for home. She pays
no attention to the same man giving

directions
street.

to two

Aga.n

she

passersby

on

the

feels his stare,

but

looks away and continues to nibble on
breakfast.
Footsteps are approaching from behind her. The pace grows faster and
faster as it cars. Instinctively, she
crosses the street. Before she has time
to turn, her arm is grabbed tightly and

she is being pulled.
“Keep

walking.”

orders

a

Road.
“Open

your

purse,”

he commands.

With his free hand, he gropes for her
wallet, fingering all of her possessions.

He takes her instamatic camera and a
five dollar bill. With a look of dissatisfaction, he tightens his grasp and force-

fully leads her onward up the street.
He stops abruptly

under a tree and

i

Sav

Gwynn

Dudardin, CAS

'89, volunteers at the DC Rape Crisis Center.

ter (DCRCC), increases during the
summer months peaking in July and
lowers in the winter months of February
and December. Not confined merely
to rape, this also includes assault and
theft.
As you head downtown on Saturday

night yéu may have crossed paths with
Second District police officers. According to Thomas Waters of The Second

believed. Others are stifled by a fear of
social reproach, a feeling that they will
be outcast ny those around them.

But for those women who are ready to
seek help, there are resources available.

This is where the DCRCC comes in.
The Center was founded in 1972 by
a group of concerned women and was

one of the first of its kind in the United
States. The Center sees its purpose as
“breaking the violence against women,
and helping its victims deal with the

workshop

coordinator

sexual

violence

in society,

and

con-

take while walking alone include: walk

at a steady confident. pace; carry a
whistle, preferably in your hand, but if

Suddenly a car makes a right onto
Reservoir from 35th. As the car ap-

What are the statistic with which
Georgetown women and all others contend? Every five minutes a woman is
raped. One out of every four women
will be sexually assaulted during her
lifetime. In the last year 81,440 rapes

training, involving ten days of attending seminars and obtaining sound

not, in a very accessible place since in

cape. Interrupting her train of thought,

proaches she screams for all she’s
worth. Tears stream down her face.
She violently waves her purse and tries
to break free. Shocked by her uncontrollable outburst, he attempts to silence her with his fist, but her frenzy
to break away appeases any pain. Un-

able to regain control, he sprints down
34th. The car never stops. She runs
towards 35th.
This incident happened to a Georgetown student. It could happen to anyone. Crime in Washington DC, according to statistics gathered by the
District of Columbia Rape Crisis Cen-

were

Lauinger, and in the Pub—thé floundering, drifting, undecided major. Billy
Markey, CAS

’88, confronted his own

problems with academic indecision his
sophomore year and found the answer
in Interdisciplinary Studies. His major?

Peace.

al

er

Although many hesitate to declare

majors because of a lack of focus,

saw between these was peace— "And
so Markey had: found his major. ~~
His first fear was of being labeled a
leftover hippie from the sixties. “I only

how,

tribute to a cause which catered to her
specific interests. After forty hours of

cupying her mind with a means of es-

They're on your dorm floor, in your
classes. You see them at Marriott, Yates,

when rape occurs it is not only a disadvantage for women but for men as well.
We live in a rape culture which puts
tension between the sexes. This workshop,” she adds, also addresses what
males can do to be supportive of a
victim and what they can do to fight
attitudes about rape.”
Beyond superficial knowledge about

been proven to be comprised of women
between the ages of 18-24.

distance herself from his invasion, oc-

Staff Writer

for DCRCC,

ner of Reservoir and 34th, only three
blocks from her home.

lingly she consents. “Use your tongue!
Use your tongue!” A wave of nausea
weakens her. She desperately tries to

HOYA

Markey was still unable to find a focal
point in his studies. “I couldn’t choose
between history, theology, government,
and philosophy,” says Markey. “But I
saw a strong connection between the
four. What have people been trying to
do throughout history? Why do we
need government? Why are there religions? Do we need to study philosophy? And the common denominator I -

“workshops such as this address what
the male’s responsibility is as far as

he pushes her away.
“I want to have sex with you,” he
announces. “Now we're going to go
have sex.” He pulls her toward the cor-

he says pulling her toward him. Unwil-

by Kristine Weber

the third will address the question of
male responsibility.
According to Crystal Hurndon, the

District Police, “For the past three
years police officers have patrolled almost every block from K Street to O
Street and from Key Bridge to 29th
and M Street. This is one step D.C.
Police are taking to halt widespread
crime in Georgetown.” But despite police precautions, rape remains one of
the most pressing issues facing the
Georgetown student community.
Georgetown students fall into the
highest risk group for potential according to the DCRCC. This group has

wheels around to face her. “Kiss me,”

Markey Creates Major

on sexual harassment on campus, and

man’s

voice. “Don’t say a word - I've got a
gun.” They turn left onto Reservoir

talk to ?”
According to DuJardin a peer counselor attempts to empower the victim,
forcing her to seek help from within.
The individual is encouraged by the
peer counselor to open up and find a
sense of strength. DuJardin adds that
the most important step for a rape victim is to regain her feeling of control
over her life.
Rape will be addressed more locally
during the DCRCC’s Anti- Rape Week
scheduled for late October. On October 20-22 in Healy Program Room from
12 pm to 2 pm The National Organization for Changing Men and Men
Against Rape will present a three day
workshop in conjunction with the
DCRCC. The first seminar will focus
on date rape on campus. The second

reported

in the United

States

alone. This accounts for only 5%-10%
of the rapes that have actually been
committed.
According to the notes of Gwynn
DulJardin, CAS 89, taken during her
training session for volunteer work at
DCRCC, social pressures are the main
reason which prevent women from admitting that they have been raped.
Most women feel that they won't be

rape,

Georgetown

students

need

to

_ according to the Center's training manual. It aims to provide counseling and

take specific precautions to prevent
rape. Hurndon warns, “that between
70%-80% of all rapes are acquaintance

education through research on sexual

rapes.” Furthermore, Hurndon cautions

assault.

that “rape is a crime of opportunity.”
While on a date she advises “not to go

trauma it creates on a personal level”

Several students from Georgetown
University volunteer at the DCRCC.
Dujardin joined Community Action
Coalition (CAC) her sophomore year.

Through
alition

the Community
she

was

able

Action Co-

to actively

knowledge of a 100 page manual, she
was ready to act as a peer counselor
for the center.
Dulardin’s job ranges from clerical
work to monitoring the hotline which

is open 24 hours a day. She works two
days during the week and one weekend
day three times a month. According to
Dulardin, peer counselors, as opposed
to certified counselors, are not qualified to actually give advice. She: explains, “my job is to act as a support
unit, a sounding board.” Dulardin

accomplishes this task by asking questions suchias “Is there anyone you can

to isolated areas, not to invite the man

into your home, and, most importantly,
to follow your gut instinct.”
Other measures she recommends to

The Center hopes that students will
take full advantage of the seminars that
will be held on campus. According to

Markey had the opposite problem. According to Markey, his personal intellectual ‘interests were not sufficiently
encompassed by any one major. that
the university offers.
:
Like most Georgetown freshmen, especially those in the College, Markey
spent his first year of higher education
absorbing a spectrum of knowiedge
from many disciplines. This practice is
integral not only to a Liberal Arts edu-

volunteer DuJardin, “It is unfortunate

cation, but also to the Jesuit philoso-

ent to Claire Carey, Assistant Dean of

that there's such a low level of awareness on campus with regard to rape
and all other issues of crime. Furthermore it’s unnecessary. That's why I
hope this Anti- Rape Week will foster
some sort of interest in banding together against these issues.”

phy of collegiate instruction. Never-

the College of “Arts and Sciences:
and Director ofthe Interdisciplinary

emergencies there is not time for fumbling; remain alert at all times to your
surroundings; anticipate dangerous
areas and give thought to possible es-

cape routes.

:

CLIVE BARKER PROVES HE'S THENEW
TC
Ld

theless,

confusion

is. pot

a state

of

complacency. For many, the search for
the perfect major seems endless, and
the questioning continues throughout
the four year stint.
; i

oi, After two semesters iof searching,

own one _tie-dye!”

he jokes.

derstandable.

“THE BEST SLAM-BANG,
NOR RTL
ol
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He maintains, however,

Studies program: Two. faculty advisors
also had to approve his plan.
. Carey rejected his. first draft. “She
saw right: through

%

me,” says Markey, |

@dntinued on page 9
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that his choice of studies has little or
nothing to do with karmic or druginduced harmonic states but rather is
an intellectual undertaking significant
enough to require the resources of four
academic disciplines.
Markey began to define his course
of study and to create a thesis to pres-

Awa

—Bill Harris, At The Movies

With

major like ‘Peace’ his concern is un-

!
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Markey Creates Original Peace Major
S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, who ‘enthusiastically approved
the propésal. By this time, Markey had
defined his central issue: the impact of

the Russian Revolution on present U.S.
-Soviet relations and the prospect of
future peace.

y

Markey was informed that he would
have to go through the usual Interdis-

ciplinary procedures fulfilling the general education requirements and provide a list of approved courses relating
to his thesis. The thesis itself is to be
a lengthy in depth account of the prob-

lem and some suggested solutions.
“I feel obliged to solve the problems
of the world in 75 pages. It seems to be
what

they want,”

says Markey

about

his senior: project. “But I plan on writing a historic novel about someone during the Russian Revolution. In this way
I'll capture the national and personal
ideologies prominent during the revo-

by Benjamin

Patton

Billy Markey custom designed his own academic major. It's called ‘Peace’.
continued from page 8
“because all I'd really done was choose
the best courses which Georgetown
offers in the areas I was interested. But
I was being kind of selfish . . . I' wanted
to make the most of my four years

here and soak up as much knowledge
as possible.
After taking a theology class from
Richard T. McSorley, S.J., called Non-

Violent Revolutions of Peace, Markey
had a better understanding of his academic desires and had further developed
his ideas. A history course on the Russian Revolution helped crystalize the

theme. Here he saw ideals that seemed
to.spell Peace in all forms: personal,
national, and international.

The second time Markey presented
his proposal to Carey he was again
turned down. According to Markey, she
still did not see a strong, coherent idea

and the program needed more focus.
After much discussion with professors
Grace G. Burford of the Theology Department, Richard T. Stites of the His-

tory department, and McSorley, Markey
obtained the necessary approval of two
faculty advisors. He by-passed Carey
and went directly to Royden B. Davis,

appointed

this change

will remain a difficult, time-consuming
major whether the official structure is
tightened or not.
Interdisciplinary Studies are not
something to look into if you're unsure

curriculum is the responsibiltiy of the

of what to major in, but plausible if

student.
“I felt that if I was going to do this,
the administration was going to make
it as difficult as possible,” says Markey.
Carey recognizes Markey’s case as
unique. She cites one student as a typi-

you're

Book Review

this would undermine the purpose of

interested

in a specific

topic

which crosses disciplinary lines. So if
you are truly a
former, maybe
trive the latter
with a personal

hopeless victim of the
you can shrewdly conand leave Georgetown
major on your diploma.

are hard

to stomach

to

any true Seuss fan. It means no foot
tapping, no bopping, in fact, no bodily motion of any type at all while

a

Interdisciplinary Studies. The creativity and strong faculty-student relationship makes it necessary for the student
to choose his own advisors.

:

Unlike all of Seuss’s other works,
The Seven Lady Godivas is written in
prose, not verse. The implications of

committee to investigate the Interdisciplinary Studies requirements and mod-

At any rate, Interdisciplinary Studies

relevant

Why the encore publication fortyeight years after the fact? One can

book.

available in the College, and it is unique
to Markey’s Interdisciplinary program,”
says Carey.

has informally

it should

have stayed.

to capitalize on the success of Seuss’s
most recent adult smash “You're Only
Old Once”, published in 1986. But if
that was the plan, it was a devious one.
Although one review has called
The Seven Lady Godivas ‘wonderfully
wacky and satisfyingly scandalous’, it
is neither, and that critic's comment
has more Seuss-like alliteration than
can be found on any page of the 1939

something to add to the list of majors

Carey

There, perhaps, is where

only speculate that the motives were

Carey expressed concern about precedents that Markey’s ‘Peace’ major
may appear to set. “It is obviously not

in with a central theme or problem
which you would like to solve” This
absolute requirement is why Markey
had such difficulty obtaining approval
for his idea. Carey also emphasizes
that most of the organization of the

are

Staff Writer

College would be an abberation from
the liberal arts tradition.

members to overlook the Department
creates problems, however, because

they

HOYA

schools in the university as professional
schools,” she said. To combine with the

ify them. Appointing specific faculty

how

by Kendall Wagstaff-Callahan

other schools, “We look at the other

in

and

Dr. Seuss Book Fizzles

When questionned about the possibility of combining disciplines from
other schools in the university to form
an interdisciplinary major, Carey was
not enthusiastic. Although it is possible to take up to four classes in

light of present U.S.-Soviet relations.”
For Markey, the topic of Peace
seemed to be the catch-all of Liberal
Arts. However Dean Carey points out
that the Interdisciplinary program is
“not a panacea for the undecided major” Continued Carey, “You must come

lution

Photo

cal example of the Interdisciplinary
major: “I'm working with a girl who is
pre-med and concerned with the ethical
problem of genetic engineering. She is
combining Biology, Ethics, and Theology to form a thesis surrounding Bioethics.”

The Seven Lady Godivas
By Dr. Seuss
Random House, Inc.
$9.95
Naked women, peeping Tom, Dick
and Harrys; death, love and quests

reading Dr. Seuss.
Seuss’s mission in writing the story,

however, was creative enough. He set
out to set the record straight for all
time about what really happened in
eleventh century Coventry. According
to the author, there was not one Lady
Godiva who rode bare and bareback

with a boy named Tom in indiscernible pursuit; rather, there were seven
Lady Godivas named Clementina,
Dorcas J., Arabella, Mitzi, Lulu,

Gussie, and Hedwig. Each was betrothed to one of the seven Peeping
brothers

called

Tom,

Dick,

Harry,

for humanity. These ingredients combined are the essence of Dr. Seuss’s

Jack, Drexel, Sylvester, and Freling-

adult anecdote entitled The Seven
Lady Godivas. A new Dr. Seuss book?

Until each of the Lady Godivas
“brought to the light of this world
some new and worthy Horse Truth of

No, a new printing of an old one.
First published in 1939, Dr. Seuss ad-

mitted that the book “promptly remained in Schulte Cigar Stores”.

huysen.

benefit to man”, the sisters were not
able, because of an agreement they

had made, to marry their Peeping
pursuers. This pact was made. in the
name

of their father, Lord

Godiva,

Earl of all Coventry, who was fatally
flung from his horse while on the way
to battle. This storyline is the basis
from which Dr. Seuss uncovers the
origins of seven proverbs such as
‘Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth’
and ‘Don’t put the cart before the
horse.
:
The storyline drags, and the reader
is more likely than not to wish that
the Dr. had fancied only four Godiva
sisters, instead of seven, for the sake
of getting through the book faster.

-€S |
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Despite

ey, |

all

this, one

cannot

use

this book and all its demerits too se-

riously against this master of child’s
SOR
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literature. It would be just as easy to
dig up from the past unperfected flops
by the Beatles, or by Piccaso, or'by
any other great artist. The past can
be embarrassing when compared to

RE

the standards of later works.

So we shall not allow this one Edsel
to shatter our image of Dr. Seuss as a
deity of the humor-packed and rhythmfilled page. Just don’t tell the kids.
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~ Grateful Dead
Stadium
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by Ed Yablans
HOYA Staff Writer
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Magnolia,” “Ship of Fools,” “Estimated Prophet,” and of course, “Truck-

record 70,000 flock to see the group.
Those who did get a chance

The Grateful Dead arrived at the
Capital Centre one week ago and no
one who attended any or all of the
three sold-out shows can stop chanting
. “Hey Pockey Way.” For those not lucky
¢ enough to have a ticket, “Hey Pockey
‘Way” was one of the highlights of Saturday’s first set, which along with Friday and Sunday’s shows provided good
music and fun for “Deadheads,” old
and new.
With the release of In The Dark, the
Grateful Dead's first studio album in
seven years, along with their first top
ten single in 20 years, “Touch of Grey”,
the group has seen an enormous surge
in popularity. Not -only are they receiving more airplay on the radio,
their first video is played regularly on
‘MTV and a second one, “Going To
Hell In A Bucket,” has just been released as well. The increased commercial appeal is new to the cult of fans
that hr
been following The Dead for
years.
Tickets are tougher to find now
despite the formulation of the group's
own mail order hotline, which makes

in’” Tunes like these don’t grow old—

to see

The Grateful Dead inside the high security Capital Centre were treated to

they just grow.

solid playing from Friday's “Bertha”
opener to glimpses of “X in Chemistry” magic and Bob Dylan's “All Along
the Watchtower.”
Since lead guitarist and venerable
guru Jerry Garcia recovered from a
nearly fatal illness two summers ago,

twice in the same way or in the same
order that has been in any previous

the band has increased its musical tightness and varied its song selection. Saturday night, four different lead singers

bought enough tye-dyes, eaten enough
avocado and honey sandwiches and

were featured in an eight song first set.
Bassist Phil Lesh crooned out Dylan's

question their own sanity) are no longer
the sole audience that fills each venue.
Roaming through the rainy yet festive
Capital Centre parking lot during the
pre-show party one noticed a lot of
peachfuzzed teenagers walking around
with smiles.
Those smiles put more smiles on the
faces of those who are tired of critics
calling the group “a nostalgia refuge
for lost hippies.” Could this be the new
generation of Deadheads? The band is

show. This makes for an unpredictabil-

ity that keeps the “Deadheads” interested as well as the band themselves.
The “Deadheads” however, (that is
anyone who has seen enough shows,

collected enough bootlegged

Neville Brothers’ “Hey Pockey Way.”
that got the audience

rolling through

the half hour break and into the second set.

Although
singers,

there were

Garcia

and

a variety of

rhythm

guitarist

Bob Weir still provided the majority of
the singing. Both of their voices are
crisp and resonant as ever, much like
their guitar playing.
And why not? After more than 22
years on the road and some 1800 live
performances, the band has had time
to practice standard pieces like “Sugar

over one half of the tickets for every

concert available to dedicated Deadheads in advance. Places like Giants

keep

playing

good

music

that

forces the audience to participate in
the experience. The shows, in essence
are more than concerts. For most, they

The band never plays the same song

“Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues” and
keyboardist Brent Mydland sang the

Dead

tapes to

are a way of life.
The eclectic mix of standard Ameri-

. . . The Grateful
Dead keep
|
changing and
developing . . .
can folk, rock and roll, and avant-garde
jamming and downright weird noise is
like reading “War and Peace.” It isn’t
easy to follow. It is a taste that is acquired, and a taste that lasts unlike that
for the transient top 40.
Although the quality lasts, The Grateful Dead keep changing and developing. Their music stays fresh and the
fans keep having fun. This past week-

attracting fans now that were not even

end

born in 1967. Perhaps this is because
the group represents the idea of “a
good time where you can feel comfort-

strange trip.”
The tour will continue with five
shows, performed September 15-20 at
New York’s Madison Square Garden
followed by Philadelphia’s Spectrum.

able and uninhibited.” Even more likely
to attract new fans is the fact that the

was just one

stop

on

“the

long

TICKETS!!!
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Entertainment
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C’est Formidable
by Catherine Fay
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Staff Writer

A brilliant revival of Cabaret opened at The Kennedy
Center Opera House on September 9th where it will stay
for three weeks before taking on Broadway. Superb casting
and a topnotch orchestra coupled with elaborate sets and
cxotic costumes result in a phenomenal performance which

eri-

Amnesty International Reports:

irde
e is
sn’t

‘ac-

8 YEARS IN JAIL
FOR WRITING KENNEDY
CUBA
Andrés José Solares Teseiro:
a 40-year-old civil engineer, he is serving an eight-year prison term

ate-

on charges of ‘‘enemy propaganda.’’

‘the
eek-

ong
five
0 at
den

aspects of Cuban society, he was reportedly questioned several

times by the State Security Police.

he has grown beautifully into the role. Black lacquered

riage proposal which she initially accepts but later declines

hair, screaming red lips, snow white complexion and frightfully bright eyes both scared and tantalized the audience,

on account of the unfortunate circumstances of the time.

libido gone haywire as he goosed and grabbed the Valkyries
of the Cabaret. The eeriness and promiscuity of the star
was balanced by an irresistible charm that enticed the
audience into the decadent, immoral world of the Kit Kat

Klub.
The setting was Berlin in the days, or more appropriately the nights, immediately prior to the Third Reich.

Fears, sorrow and confusion were conveniently avoided by
drinking, dancing and loving the nights away. The idea was
that if one ignored the madness long enough, it would
disappear. They were wrong.
As the show progressed, the audience witnessed the
steady deterioration of a wildly indulgent society whose

could

not keep away

from

themselves or the

ping across stage or lurking in a corner. The essential
elements of impending doom and self destruction that
Grey so accurately conveyed to
his breathtaking performance.
The production was further
strong supporting cast led by
magnificent job in her portrayal
singer desperately refusing to

the audience were vital to
solidified by an unusually
Alyson Reed, who did a
of Sally Bowles, a cabaret
accept a troubled world

around her as well as responsibility for her own hedonistic
existence. Bowles fall was perhaps the hardest and most

provoke a riot with other prisoners and was held in a punishment

and went on to work for the government at a civil engineer.
In the early 1970s he studied in the UK on a UNESCO scholarship.
However, after returning to Cuba, he reportedly complained
about not being allowed to travel to the UK to obtain his doctorate
and as a result of this and of having later publicly criticized

tuated her performance. Fraulein Schneider was an elderly
woman hardened by the events of war and a revolution
which she survived on her own. The opportunity to escape
her lonely existence presents itself in the form of a mar-

bitter changes in pre-Nazi Germany. Though not a true
character, Grey’s role was an integral link between the
political and social turmoil of the time. His demonic presence was nothing short of fantastic whether he was skip-

He was accused of planning to organize a political party, the
Cuban Revolutionary Party, in opposition to the Cuban Communist
Party, and of drafting several letters (which were not sent)
about his plans to people such as Francois Mitterand and Edward
Kennedy, seeking their advice. A letter to his cousin in the
USA, in which he apparently criticized the Cuban social system,
was also reportedly intercepted by the authorities.
The court considered that his actions constituted incitement
against the social order and the socialist state. The letters,
which appear to have been the only evidence against him, were
burned after the trial.
Andrés Solares is held in Combinado del Este Prison in
Havana. In late 1984, he was reportedly accused of trying to

Andrés Solares studied engineering at the University of Havana

outshines himself this time with a confidence and mystique
that comes only from experience. There is no doubt that

members

Andrés Solares was arrested on 5 November 1981.

cell for one year.
Since October 1985 he has been back in the main part of
the prison where he is reportedly permitted only one visit
every six months and no correspondence.
h
\

Academy award for his stellar performances in the original
broadway production and the motion picture version. Grey

While Regina Resnik’s part of Fraulein Schneider was
certainly adequate, it was her musical strength that accen-

and Grey’s unabashed perversion was somewhat akin to a

that

lop-

brought the audience to its feet at the finale.
The standout performance by far was given by veteran
“Emcee” Joel Grey, winner of both the Tony award and

Cabaret!

B® Please send courteous letters

appealing for his release to: S.E.
Comandante en Jefe Fidel Castro

Ruz/Presidente de la Repiblica/
Ciudad de la Habana/Cuba. 0

Bm This announcement is paid by

disturbing as she continued to fight the truth, all alone,
until the tragic end. In her final and most outstanding
number “Cabaret,” Reed stood proudly at center stage
surrounded by darkness as she roared the lyrics, “Life is a
cabaret old chum, come to the cabaret” with the same
over- enthusiastic style with which she sang her opening
number “Don’t Tell Mama.”
The part of Clifford Bradshaw, the smalltown American
journalist, was played by Gregg Edelman. Travelling

throughout Europe in search of a story for his novel, Bradshaw finds far more than he bargained for when he ven-

Werner Klemperer did a splendid job of portraying Herr
Schultz, the Jewish store owner; and beau of Fraulein
Schneider who would admit to neither the current preju-

dice nor his religious identity. His foolish optimism prohibited him from leaving Berlin and was simultaneously responsible for his reputation as the village idiot.
Joel Grey was not the only veteran and by no means the
only one worthy of praise. Harold Prince, who directed
and produced the original Cabaret twenty-five years ago, is
back and better than ever. While Cabaret has been referred

OF HUMAN RIGHTS, an independent
human rights group at Georgetown.

tures to Berlin. While considerably less flamboyant than
those around him, Bradshaw is hurled into the provocative, depraved world of the cabaret and propositioned by

OHR—Boex 2160, Hoya Station,
Wash. D.C. 20057. Phone
872-1439.

much in love. The inevitable doom of the relationship was
apparent from the outset. Bradshaw proves to be the only
character of integrity but we see that it is limited as he

ports have occurred. One of the more obvious would be
Bradshaw’s history of bisexuality which is suggested on
numerous occasions. A great deal of honor and recognition must be awarded Prince for his improvements on what

abandons the sinking ship unlike Bowles and returns home

many already considered a perfect show.

Reprinted from Amnesty International News Letter, March 1987.

the ultra-sultry Bowles. Before long he finds himself very

ORCC

to as a revival, it is really much more than that. Several
musical changes as well as alterations in character rap-

AUN

PS

The Esprit Superstore is now open at 1229 Wisconsin (at “M"). Phone: 202.342.0065

Hours: Monday-Wednesday, Saturday 11-7,

TEE

Friday 11-9; Sunday 11-5.

\
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OW TO SEE
EVERYONE ON
LONG ISLAND FOR
A BUCK.
On Thursday
from

here

on

nights,
in, The

Foundry will send you
to Long Island for a Buck.

Plus, Wednesday night
is Forge Night at the
Foundry.

All bottled

Fall, it’s back to Long
Island.

Heineken

and Amstel

For a Buck.
Long Island Ice Teas

are just a dollar every
- Thursday night from 9
p.m. to 10 p.m.
Go to the Hamptons.
Do it on Montauk Point.
Surf. Surf.
Besides all the surf
stuff, the area’s best disc

~ jockeys spin a rockin’

Light beers are $1.50.
Only on Wednesday.
Every Wednesday.
Forge. Forge.

There is never a cover.
Never a minimum.
And that goes for the
huge outdoor patio, overlooking the canal.
Appropriate dress is
expected—21

the 60’, the 70’s and the
fabulous 80s.
Fabulous. Fabulous.

All night music and

The unexpected part

dancing happens

every

week, every Wednesday
through Saturday, 8 p.m.

...has finally met his match/
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX PRESENTS THE PICK-UP ARTIST MOLLY RINGWALD- ROBERT DOWNEY
- DENNIS HOPPER
DANNYAIELLO AND HARVEY KEITEL "5 GEORGES DELERUE witficist GORDON WILLIS, ASC.
[PG -13|panents saonsLY cAuTionEd <>
"scnek PAUL SYLRERT ™** DAVID L. MACLEOD tigi JAMES TOBACK DReeesed [esas
[Some Material May Be inappropriate for Children Under 13]

of Georgetown.
Off-Canal.

PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH AMERCENT FILMS AND AMERICAN ENTERTAINMENT PARTNERSLP.

©1987 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION

NOW SHOWING AT THESE THEATRES

and over

welcome.
Light fare available
until 11 p.m. weekdays, midnight on the
weekend.

selection of music from

ERA

Dance. Dance.

this

Yes, Thursdays,

a

to closing.

AMC'S CARROLLTON 6

KB CERBERUS 3*

New Carrollton, MD

JENIFER CINEMA 1 & 2*

3040 M St, NW

459-8070

5252 Wisconsin Ave., NW

387-1311

KBASPEN HILL 1&2 *

KB CONGRESSIONAL 5 *

Wheaton, MD

FLOWER 4 CINEMAS

471-1776

588-1666

Herndon, VA

KB FINE ARTS*

Rockville, MD

460-3010

HERNDON TWIN

244-5703

AMC'S POTOMAC MILLS*

1919 M St, NW

984-3600

Silver Spring, MD

AMC'S ACADEMY 14*

Woodbridge, VA

223-4438

Greenbelt, MD

690-6323

220-0022

AMC'S SKYLINE 6*

KB MONTGOMERY MALL 3*

ROTH'S QUINCE ORCHARD 1 & 2

MOVIES AT FAIR OAKS 8

Bailey's Crossroads, VA
931-3600

Bethesda, MD
365-7383

Gaithersburg, MD
948-4080

Jct. 1-66/Rt. 50 West
352-4750

LAUREL LAKES CINEMAS 8*

MT. VERNON MULTIPLEX 10*

SPRINGFIELD MALL CINEMAS

ROTH'S GERMANTOWN*
Germantown, MD

Laurel, MD

ARLINGTON BLVD./LEE HWY.
MULTIPLEX CINEMA 12 *

CINEPLEX ODEON
NTI DALE CINEMA 1&2

428-1360

.

490-8001

Merrifield, VA

Alexandria, VA

971-3991

CINEPLEX ODEON
NTITYSONS CENTER4*

Dale City, VA

876-1800,

Springfield, VA

799-1800

McLean, VA

670-2000

893-9550

x

CINEPLEX ODEON
NTI MARLOW 6*
¥

Marlow Heights, MD“

423-6363

=»

* DO(EoEvsmems]® |

The

Foundry.

Colonial Wine and Liquor
| 1800

EYE

(I) STREET,

PHONE

N.W.

338-4500

KEGS 2
Busch...
... . $ 26.°°
Meistebrue ........ 22.99

Black Label/ .......
Natl. Bohemian

1.73Vodka . ... .....0.

1.75 Grain Alcohol . .. ... 18.°°

21.°°

1050 30th Street, N.W., 337-1500, The Last Stop on the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal

CoronaBeer(cs.)
(Canadian beer)
4LCarloRossi

6.22

......

19.°

.........

4.9

GlacierBay ....«....7.

84°

750Lieb.

1.49

.:. i...

STORE

WE DO SELL sodas, snacks,

beer cups. Plan your parties with us.
We will charge you low prices and offer

HOURS:

Mon —'Fri ... 10a.m.—9p.m.
10a.m.—6 p.m.

some discounts.
For the

Georgetown University Community

Public Lecture
8:00 p.m.
V
Gaston Hall
Friday, September 18

Fear and Trembling
and the Dog that Didn't Bark:
Policy and Science
Vv
by John Ahearne, Ph.D.
Vice President, Resources for the Future
From the Symposium: Nuclear Radiation and Public Heaith
in the Post-Chernobyl World

Vv

©
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Volleyball Goes 3-3 In Season Play
by Chris Brown
Special to the HOYA

The Hoya soccer team showed prom<ise in its first full week of play, despite
losing two tough games. The squad
dropped a heartbreaking 2-1 decision
to crosstown rival George Washington
in its first home game. During the weekend, the Hoyas took third in the UNCCharlotte Tournament, suffering a 2-1
loss to Davidson before edging Cincinnati 3-2 in the consolation match.
In the George Washington game,
Georgetown saw a 1-1 tie erased by a
GW goal with 22 minutes left in regulation. Following a corner kick in the
Hoya end, GW poked home the gamewinner from ten feet out. With Hoya
defenders unable to clear the ball,
George Washington fired all three of
its second half shots until the ball
slipped by goalie John Janenda.
In the opening minutes of the game,
the team did not play up to par. Instead of establishing their own pace,
the Hoyas allowed GW to control the
tempo of the game as the visitors jump-

Pin

Hoyas Defeat Terrapins

Third In UNC Tourney
Special to the HOYA

Ve

Sports

Soccer Team Takes
by Mike Calowicz

A

ed to a 1-0 lead. Despite this sluggishness, Georgetown’s Andrew Hoffman
squared things up at 26:30 with an impressive goal off a free kick.
Playing on the soggy grass stifled
the ball control style of GU forwards
and midfielders. The squad failed to
adopt its wide- open style of play until
late in the match. Tabatznik was impressed by the Hoya defense, though,
which held an attacking GW squad
to merely three second-half shots and
only two goals overall. “We played wellenough for the one-goal game. That's:
the first time we've played that well
against a team of that caliber.
In the opener against Davidson, the
squad gained a 1-0 lead on Michael
Moylan’s goal at 8:53. Andy Hoffman
had dribbled three-quarters of the field,
shaking off three defenders, before
passing to Moylan for the tally. Davidson, however, took control from there.
“They [Davidson|] deserved the victory,” Tabatznik stated. "They played
better for the field conditions. We just
never adjusted”. Davidson's long distance passes and airborne shots were

After dropping a game to
UNC-Charlotte Tournament.

Ww,

he soccer

well suited to the soaked UNC field.
They came away with two quick goals
midway through the second half, and
held on to beat the Hoyas, 2-1.
The consolation game against Cincinnati provided GU with the first win
of the week. Eric Rigaud scored in the
first half for the Hoyas off a pass by
Eddie Diaz at 14:01. A minute later,
Rigaud and Michael Mills assisted an
Andy Logan goal which put the team
up 2-0. Cincinnati scored two quick
goals of their own near the 26 minute
mark. With the score tied 2-2, the two
squads waged a defensive battle until

. ANDY WARHOL, “After The Party,”
signed, numbered, 698/1000. (20% x
29%) ($4500 in NY) $2500 (202)
537-0622.

third

n

Sportswatch
Soccer players Andrew Hoffman and Michael Mills were named to the
All-Tournament Team at the University of North Carolina (Charlotte) Tournament last weekend. Hoffman is a midfielder and Mills is a defenseman for
the Hoya soccer team.
hhh

hh®

Soccer Coach Keith Tabatznik became the winningest coach in Georgetown soccer history last weekend. His win at the UNC- Charlotte Tournament
was his 25th career win at GU.
kh

hh

The golf team’s season opener against Navy last weekend was cut short due
to rain. After playing only nine holes, Navy emerged victorious (190-208) over

GU’s Andy Hoffman knocked in the

game-winner.

team placed

The women’s volleyball team split
two matches against Atlantic Coast
Conference opponents during the week
of September 7. Georgetown defeated
the University of Maryland on September 8 to go 3-2 in season play, but
fell to 3-3 after a loss to the University
of Virginia on September 12.
The Hoyas needed four games to
defeat the Terrapins in a well-played

the Georgetown golf team.

:

IMPROVE CONCENTRATION, RELATION, develop deep spiritual link
with the supreme. Free yoga course.

shop PT-FT, day and night shifts.
Over 21, exp'd only. Apply in person.

966-7547.

Electromax 3243 M St. NW.

SALES

HELP

needed

for Tobacco

PART/FULL TIME opportunities at
Georgetown copy and walk-in Macintosh rental store. ZAP, 1052 Thomas
Jefferson Street, 333-8877.

match, 5-15, 15-13, 15-5, and 15-3. Co-

captains Kathy Taylor and Justine Metz
led the Hoyas to their third victory in
the new season.
Georgetown’s match with Virginia
was not as successful. The Wahoos
took the first game 15-5, and the next
two by scores of 14-6 and 10-5. Taylor
and Metz, both middle hitters, again
led the team in all around play. Taylor
completed 17 kills for a .382 percentage while Metz made 12 kills during
the match.
Sheryl Hardeck stepped to the forefront with 23 assists against Virginia.
This season, excluding the Maryland
match and an earlier match with Hofstra, Hardeck has led the team with
100 assists.
Coach
Toribio-Straka previously
coached at Charles County Community College in La Plata, Maryland. There
she led the women’s volleyball team to
the junior college final four the last
three years, finishing second in 1985.
With only one senior ont he team,
Toribio -Straka is enthusiastic about
this season as the Hoyas begin their
Big East schedule on September 23 at
Pittsburgh.
y

OLIVER NORTH T-SHIRT S, M, L, &
XL.

$12.00

each.

GOBEN

ENTER-

PRISES, P.O. Box 601434, Houston,

‘TX 77260-1434.

Classifieds
COLLEGE STUDENTS WANTED for
employment. Some heavy lifting required. Must have own transportation to Rockville office. $6.00 per
hour. Call 468-0049.

BOOKSHOP OPENINGS, mgr & entry.

Energetic,

self-motiv.,

good

w/

details. Prefer bookstore/lib. exp.,
interest philosophy, Asia. Collegeeduc., non-smoker. Yes! Bookshop
338-6969.

HEALTHY

MALES

WANTED

Help

infertile couples. Confidentiality en-

sured. Ethnic diversity desirable. Excellent compensation. Contact Dr.
Fugger at the Genetics & IVF Institute, Fairfax, VA. 698-7355.

ADOPTION is the only way we can
have a family & share. our love &
joyous home with a baby. Perhaps
we can provide for a child what you

\

\

:
.

understanding

LEFT LANE

job?

a political

career

while still in school! Work 5:15-9:30.

P.M. weekdays with professional
grassroots lobbying organization.
Responsibilities include community
education and fundraising. Paid training. $8.00 hr. On Metro. Call afternoons.

Recent Georgetown University Graduates
and other Saks Fifth Avenue Executives

WORD PROCESSING. Theses, Dissertations, Manuscripts. Serving
Georgetown University since 1984.
Familiar. with APA, Turabian, and
Graduate School requirements. Ac-

curate, Reliable, Reasonable Rates.
365-4632. Pickup/Delivery available.

at

The 1789 Restaurant

8:00 pm; OR Monday, September
21, 8:00 pm; D.C. Schools Project

infor-

mation, contact Jennifer Welker, Co-

ordinator, 625-8761. Come see EL
NORTE, the film story of two Guatemalan

on Tuesday evening,
September 22, 1987

refugees’ journey and adjust-

ment to the U.S., Thursday, September 17, 7:30 pm, ICC Aud. Admission ®
free. Sponsored by the D.C. Schools
Project, CAC,

the

Volunteer

Campus

and

Ministry, and

Public

Service

Center.

GET YOUR HEAD TOGETHER. See

Dale at JBC Hair Studio, 5140 MacAr-

\

i

from 6:00 — 8:00 PM.

thur Blvd. N.W. Discount with student
identification. Call today, 537-5060.

PERMANENT, PART TIME EVENING/WEEKEND positions are now
available as telephone

interviewers

We will be accepting resumes.

at our nationally known public opinion polling firm. You will earn $4 to $9
per hour depending on your perfor-

mance while you talk to people nationwide about politics, consumer
and national issues. NO SALES! We'll
show you how. Set your own schedule. Convenient Chevy Chase loca-

Fi

.

WANTED: Georgetown students to
tutor and befriend children and young

For more

;

hosted by

775-0370.

office, 2nd Loyola.

{

Cordially Invites You to Attend
An Open Reception

Tired of a middle of the

Start

Ce,

j

®

WANTED: Georgetown students to
tutor and befriend children and young
adults from Central America, Asia and
Africa. D.C. SCHOOLS PROJECT/
CIPRA. For information, contact Jennifer Welker, Coordinator, 625-8761,
2nd Loyola.
road

=

2

Let us

support.

help make this easier for you. Please
call us at 671-2250.

|

:

The Nations Premier Specialty Store

| oa & meee costs & provide you

s

ur

at this time.can not. We will cover

with

3

.

:

A

j
’

tion across from Friendship Heights

red line. Call 951-3496.
76 FORD GRANADA Excellent condition, Maryland inspected, new parts,
good transportation. $1,000. Call
585-6643.

ES

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FUNDRAISING $7-$12 PER HOUR. Telemarketing firm seeks articulate individuals to contact members of leading

|

environmental, political, and cultural
organizations. Work 3-5 shifts per
week, flexible evening hours. Re-

laxed atmosphere located in Falls
Church, Va. Call M-F betwn 3-7:00
p.m. 847-8300, ask for Julie.

Saks Fifth Avenue is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

A |=
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D.C.

Grndders Face St. Francis

In Tomorrow’s Season Opener

doubles

adversaries,

the tennis

team recorded its most decisive victory of this weekend's match. The sea-

son opening 5-4 triumph, coupled with
a 9-0 thrashing of St. Mary’s two days
later, put the Hoyas in a position to be
extremely competitive in this weekend’s Big East Tournament.
Opening the season against a squad
of George Washington's caliber, which
offers the NCAA maximum of five
scholarships,

the

Hoya

netters

were

posed with an immediate challenge.
Last year Georgetown had been edged
5-4 by the Colonials both times the
two squads met. In fact, in Head Coach

Rich Bausch's eight year tenure, he
had never beaten the crosstown rival.
When the Hoyas jumped out to an
early 3-1 lead at the completion of the
first four singles matches, it appeared
as though the Hoyas were more than
ready to put to end the Colonial mastery over them. While Lynn Moore, the
squad’s number one player, was downed
in two

sets (6-7,

1-6), his teammates

fared much better. Kirk Haggarty, the
number two seed, was victorious in two
sets (6-4, 6-2) as was Mike McNamara,
the number three seed (6-3, 6-6, (8-6)).

Finally, Dave Olabazal recorded a
straight set victory (6-1, 7-5). Unfortunately for the Hoyas, the final two singles
matches, both going the three set distance, went George Washington's way.

Neil McGinney dropped his match (3-6,
6-3, 1-6), and Kurt Unverferth fell in a
heartbreaking (5-7, 6-4, 6-7 (2-7)) mara-

thon.
“The key to our victory was definitely the performance by our doubles

pinpointed

the

reason the Hoyas were able to capture
the necessary two of three doubles
matches. Rather than displaying brilliance on one shot and incompetence
on the next, the victorious Hoya tan-

dems wore down their opponents with
a relentless and draining consistency.
When Kurt Unverferth and Dave
Olazabal quickly buried the number
three Colonial doubles squad (6-3, 6-0),
the Hoyas needed only one victory
from the final two matches to insure

the victory. Both matches went three
sets; the one match in which the Hoyas
came up short (6-1, 2-6, 1-6) proved
inconsequential, for it.terminated mo-

ments after the number one Hoyas doubles duo of Moore and Haggarty had
already secured victory for themselves

overwhelmed by the play of his team
members. He felt that, while the Hoyas

may have emerged victorious, the play
of the Colonials was at times superior
to that of the Hoyas. “Most of the GW
players played very well,” he observed,
“while our play, though good enough
to win the
mediocre.”

match,

was

often

rather

The Hoyas showed no signs of mediocrity two days later, however, when
they upped their season mark to 2-0,
crushing St. Mary’s 9-0. So overwhelming was the victory that the Hoyas lost
only two sets in the entire match. If
not as grueling or gratifying as the
team’s

first match,

this one

at least

Invitational 5K run last weekend
with a personal best time of 17:49.
Competing "against a field of ten
schools,

Brough

led

the

women’s

cross country team to a third place
finish at the meet.

Former Coach Francis
1969, invited by then University Pres-

ident Fr. Robert Henle, S.J. to take
over as the head track coach. At the

university accolade given to a nonGeorgetown graduate. Rienzo, a grad-

uate of Maryknoll College in Glenellen, Illinois, is entering his fifteenth
year as athletic director for the
university.
During his tenure as the head of
Georgetown athletics, Rienzo has

time of Rienzo’s arrival on the Hilltop, the track program had been recently disbanded in the wake of campus unrest associated with the Viet-

nam War.
Rienzo coached at Georgetown for
a mere three years before Henle offered him the position of athletic di-

administrative role. “I came to Georgetown because I wanted to stay in.
coaching, but I was being positioned

tional. Some of the most significant
changes he has witnessed in his role
as athletic director include the construction of Yates Field House, the
addition of womens’ sports to the

into

Rienzo

arrived

on

the

Hilltop

in

[Scutro and Brenden|
pete,” said Fanaritis.

appointed in the overall performance.
Senior captain Mark Whitehouse was
obviously upset as well. His only comment was to say that it was not a good
day, at all.
Nevertheless,

Krolman

praised

the

performances of Georgetown’s top four
finishers. Jim Nicholson placed third
overall and first for the Hoyas. This
was the senior’s first meet in two years

due to leg injuries. He stayed with the
front-runners most of the race, and
finished the 8,000 meter course in

nonetheless maintains that his roots,
“have always been in teaching, either

did’ not

com-

cross country meet.

Georgetown (seventh overall) in a time

van and junior Pat Higgins. Krolman
expects that with their debut race be-

of 27:16, with sophomore, walk-on
Peter Sherry only seven seconds be-

;

Also successfully completing their
first college race were freshmen Mark
McConnon, Mike Donahue, Pat Sulli-

ance than speed. Also, the men have

the first competition behind them, bet-

ter mental preparedness and with strong
showings
HOYA file photo

The Men's Cross Country Team started their season with a disappointing
loss to Notre Dame.

by

all the veterans,

Coach

Krolman expects this next meet to be
indicative of a championship team's
capabilities.

Rienzo Starts Fifteenth Year As Athletic Director
role of women in intercollegiate and
intramural competition. In the early
1970's, he said, “there were few inter-

collegiate athletic programs for women
... field hockey, sailing, and gymnas-

tics.”
All that changed in the mid-1970’s,
commented Rienzo, when the fitness
revolution, coupled with the admission of women to the College [1969]

field, interest in athletics at George-

sonally oversaw, and termed, “a ma-

sity, [and] for the role of athletics in

the educational process.”
Another change of great significance, but specifically for intercollegiate athletics, came with the cre-

ation of the Big East Conference in
1979. Designed primarily for basketball, but now holding championships
in several sports, the conference,
Rienzo said, has changed the face of

sports along the entire East Coast.
The additions of Yates and women’s sports, and the creation of the
Big East Conference all bear incredible significance for the university's
athletic program. Though less concrete, his favorite innovation, imple-

mented at the start of his tenure as
athletic director, is the development
of a philosophy of athletics at Georgetown. “When I took over as athletic
director,

I asked

Fr.

Henle,

if he

would commission the Athletic Board
to develop a philosophy of athletics,
because I felt it would be impossible
to run a program unless I knew what
the university wanted that program
to be,” said Rienzo.
The philosophy does not apply ex-

clusively to the varsity athlete, but
rather to all athletic participants at
Georgetown. “As a university with
roots in'the Jesuit tradition of education, Georgetown commits itself to
the development of the entire person,” reads the first sentence of the
philosophy.
Rienzo says he is most pleased
with, “the concern that everyone in
the athletic department has about the
role that athletics are supposed to
take in an educational institution, and
the importance

we place upon

that

role.” Another major change he has
seen is the attraction of quality
coaches and administrators to the
Hilltop. “An athletic program is only
going to be as good as the people
involved in its leadership roles. The
essential leadership is of course at
the coaching level, and not the administrative level” The effort coaches
put into scrutinizing

academic

per-

formance by athletes definitely points
to the quality of the staff, epitomized
by the

graduation

rate

among

ath-

letes, which at 98 percent ranks significantly higher than the university-

Rryo 0,
EE
Pa Fw,

hind them, these four will improve rap-

idly. He hopes as well that he can count
on juniors Bill Going, Chris Flynn and
Whitehouse to compete at their potential levels.
Mike Stahr, John Trautmann and
Keenan Grelle were the three veterans
absent from the Hoya lineup on Saturday. They all ran during the summer
and are expected to compete throughout next summer also. The coaches
thought that a rest would be more beneficial to their performances throughout the season.
The team’s next meet will be at the
University of Maryland against nationally ranked Dartmouth and several
other cross country powerhouses. With

out that the training routine concentrated more on strength and endurnot been tested much during practice,
so they were not assured of their physical readiness. Finally, he said, “They
have been working hard and were not
very well rested for the race.”
The coach was not the only one dis-

hind. The fourth runner Krolman
praised was freshman Ethan Frey who
placed eleventh in this, his. first-ever

26:38. This time put him only 30 seconds behind the winner's course record time.
Junior Tim Heinle finished next for

their training,” he said. Besides these
mental aspects, Krolman also pointed

jor philosophical step for the univer-

Since then, he has not coached, but

a New York State cross country champion during her high school career.

more Lynne Fagan and senior cocaptain Stacy Shelton. Perre finished

well”
Krolman cited many reasons for the
team’s nonstandard performance. “It
was most probablya case of first meet
Jitters. Perhaps a lack of confidence

in the character of athletics at Georgetown has been, he says, the increased

said.

All-Big East honors, and Brenden was

“We were very pleased with the results of this meet, especially considering that two of our top two runners

its second finish.

team executes what they're supposed

in the classroom or on the playing
field.”
One of the most significant changes

he

Overall, the results of last weekend's

meet indicate that a strong season is
ahead for the women’s cross country
team. The presence of Scutro and
Brenden at future meets will further
strengthen a team that has already
shown considerable potential this year.
Scutro in the past has qualified for

Other scorers for.the Georgetown team
were freshman Allyson Perre, sopho-

giving Georgetown

to do, and the team didn’t execute too

town was exploding, straining the athletic department's resources far beyond capacity. Rienzo recalls “using
McDonough until one and two o’clock
in the morning” for intercollegiate
and intramural practices and competition. A student referendum in 1976
approved the proposal to build Yates
Field House, a project Rienzo per-

administration,”

she could assume that role on the
team.”
Another junior, Heidi Roe, crossed
the finish line in 11th place in 18:33,

ing,” said Assistant Coach Walter Krolman, “It’s more a question of how the

equality of educational opportunities,
including in the athletic realm.
At the same time that women were
gaining acceptance on the playing

School, in

New York City, where he had coached

the

Fanaritis, “... and ‘Christine showed
by her performance [last weekend] that

last year’s Big East Champions 18 to 41.
“It’s not a question of winning or los-

Archbishop

expansion of sports on every level:
the intercollegiate, the intramural, the
instructional, and the purely recrea-

of the

meet, but Notre Dame managed to beat

nied by Title IX, which guaranteed

track and taught Latin, was that the
high school was moving him into an

menu of varsity and intramural com-

When the men’s cross country team
set out Saturday for their first meet of
the season against Notre Dame, they
did not expect the lopsided results that
ensued. Competing without three veterans, the Hoyas anticipated a close

reason he came to Georgetown from

guided the university through a great

petition, and the formation
Big East Conference.

by Julie McCleery

rector. Ironically enought, part of the
High

ished first in the 5K race with a personal best time of 17:49. “We were
looking for the juniors to provide leadership on the team this year, “ said

16th overall and Fagan placed 22nd.
Shelton rounded out the team’s performance with a 23rd place finish.

Mens CC Team Drops First Meet To ND

changed the shape of campus athletics. Both these events were accompa-

Malloy

definitely rose to the occasion,” he said.
Junior standout Christine Brough fin-

created by the team’s insecurity about

Square, NY, won the Old Dominion

athletics Francis X. Rienzo with the
Fr. Patrick Healy Award, the highest

son University finished in second place

Special to the Hoya

Christine Brough
Brough, a junior from Franklin

Day ceremonies in New Orleans,
Georgetown will honor director’
of

“If

Last weekend the women’s cross
country team opened its season at
Old Dominion Invitational in Virginia
Beach. Finishing third in a field of
ten schools, Georgetown demonstrated
a great deal of talent and depth. The
finish was especially good for the Hoyas
given the fact that top GU runners Margaret Scutro and Elizabeth Brenden
did not compete in last Saturday’s
competition.
The University of North Carolina
took first place at the meet, with a low
overall score of 45 points. George Mapoints, beat out William and Mary in a

The HOYA Athlete of the Week

On October 15 at the John Carroll

is high,” said Bausch.

we play at the level I think we are
capable of, and if we can stay away
from the tough early draws, I see no

Sports Editor

bid for a second or third place finish.”

booster.

Editor

confidence
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with 64 points. Georgetown, with 73

out, with no big letdowns at all. That

Contributing

they would have to overcome perennial powerhouses Boston College and
St. John’s. However, this is very unlikely to happen. Much more likely,
the squad will find themselves battling
for a second or third place finish, a
marked improvement over past finishes. “Our guys are playing well, and

close contest. Women’s Cross Country
Coach Pan Fanaritis was pleased with
the team’s performance. “The team

by Margaret Morgan

reason [why| we won't make a strong

offered the players a relished morale
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crowned Big East champions, however,

Brough Wins ODU Invitational

and the entire squad with their three
set triumph. The victory provided the
final 5-4 margin, and in addition to
getting the fall campaign off to a promising start, it provided a measure of
sweet revenge.
While obviously pleased with the victory, Bausch conceded that he was not

teams. They were consistent through-

by Michael Shepard

pete in the Big East Championships.
Last year, the Hoyas placed a disappointing sixth in the eight team field.
Having started the year on such a
suspicious note, the players, as well as
Bausch, are expecting better things.
For the relatively untested squad to
emerge from the tournament as newly
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Moore and Kirk Haggarty put away
the final point in a hard fought (6-1,
3-6, 7-5) victory over their stubborn
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“We're anxious to get started. We're
playing for all the marbles on Saturday,” said Coach Glacken.

a

the Hoya

Glacken
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When

This weekend will see the team travel
to Weekapaug, Rhode Island, to com-

to Glacken.

expects the freshmen to contribute
needed depth in the backfield during
the regular season.

> Ee re

steady, methodical play definitely provided the edge we needed.” Coach
Bausch’s assessment of the three piy-

Staff Writer

well, according

against nationally-ranked Division III
powerhouse Franklin & Marshall. Franklin & Marshall has proven itself in
preseason games to be a top ten contender in Division III.

Pa
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and others, the Hoyas will

begin the year injury-free. Zebrowski
showed why his is such a valuable asset
to the team Saturday when he threw for
two touchdown passes despite the inclement weather. Dean Lowry also had
an outstanding game, rushing for close

Netters Rally For Surprise Win
by John Knight

Zebrowki

and their first home test on October 3
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The GU Football Team will try to avenge a 19-17 loss to St. Francis last year.

for it,” Glacken

“It was a complete surprise. This year
we're ready.”
The team must use the next two
games to get ready for Homecoming.

eh Dt

Unlike last year when Georgetown
was hit by injuries to quarterback Matt

“We weren't prepared last year defensively

PN

at St. Francis (PA) tomorrow.

Glacken remains cautiously optimistic about his team’s dominating early
play. “It’s difficult to tell whether they
were that weak or we’re that strong.”
Several freshmen got into the action
Saturday night. Reserve quarterback
Ray Patricco and senior Steve Chopp
combined for two touchdowns. Running backs Bill McCrea and Jim Ellis
shared time in the second half relieving Lowry and played exceptionally

wide average of 80 percent.”
Despite the magnitude of the advances made in athletics on the Hilltop, Rienzo puts any thoughts of complacency to rest. “Athletics at Georgetown are in transition now, and will

continue to be so,” he said. “Coach
Thompson has said on many occasions that you. can’t stand still. If
you're going to stand still, you're
going to go backwards, “ he continued. For the future, he thinks it im-

perative to continually affirm the
Georgetown University view of athletics. “I would like to continue to
help the university appreciate the
value of collgiate athletics,” said Rienzo.
Change at Georgetown will continue for some time, witha new student center, rising enrollment, and a

new campus policy destined to profoundly affect social life. Athletics
here will not become static amidst
the flux of change, for as Rienzo concluded,”

it will always

be a transi-

tional process, because once someone perceives it as being done, we've
already started backwards.”
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After two preseason scrimmages the

Hoyas appear to be in good shape for
season games. Georgetown victimized
Anne Arundel Community College of
Maryland Saturday night 39-0 in a driving rainstorm. It was the Hoyas’ last
formal test before their season opener
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of their last five games last season.
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mentum which led them to win four out
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Hope springs eternal each fall for
every college football team. The GU
football team has an unblemished record, no lingering injuries and no reminder of past errant play. This year,
however, the Georgetown football
squad is hoping to continue the mo-
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The slate is clean for tomorrow’s
season opener against St. Francis. Last
back Jim DePersia “blocked and ran . year the Red Flash beat the Hoyas
19-17 in the first game of the season at
impressively,” Glacken said.
Kehoe
Field. Georgetown hopes to
The Hoyas reversed their fortunes
avenge the loss through better prepaagainst Anne Arundel for the first time
ration. St. Francis employed a “Delain three years. In preseason action last
ware wing T” offensive set in the last
year Anne Arundel slid by the squad
game which confused the defense with
22-21. This year’s defensive shutout was
its pulling guards and a lot of motion.
highlighted by linebacker Sean Green’s
This
year the Hoya coaching staff has
fumble recovery. All 70 members of
readied a scouting report on St. FranGeorgetown’s team played during the
cis in preparation for the game.
rout.
to 100 yards in the first half, according
to Head Coach Scotty Glacken. Full-
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